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A Note to the Reader
The “Experiment Book” included with Chemcraft “Chemical
Outfits” sold by the Porter Chemical Company through most of the
twentieth century shared the following sensible advice with its
readers:
If you should eat a cake of laundry soap it would
make you very sick, and the same is true of some of
the chemicals in this outfit, even though none of them
are dangerous to life in small quantities. So also if
you strike a match while holding your finger next
to the head or set a whole box of matches off at one
time you would probably be burned. Use the same
common sense with CHEMCRAFT. Don’t combine
any other chemicals, substances, or materials with
the chemicals contained in this outfit. Don’t find
fault with CHEMCRAFT because of the bad results
that may follow from chemical combinations or
compounds other than those suggested in this
booklet. Don’t expect to spill chemicals on your
clothes, the furniture or the carpet and not do some
damage, just as would happen if you spilled milk,
paint, vinegar or molasses. Wash your hands when
through experimenting if you have gotten chemicals
on them.
CHEMCRAFT should not be put in the hands of children
who are unable to read and understand this statement.

Dear reader, this is good advice for dealing with the world,
except that the world does not come with an instruction booklet,
and eventually you might want to combine the ingredients it offers
in new and interesting ways.
The responsibility for deciding what is healthy and safe
and wise for you to do is yours and yours alone. This little book is
offered on the assumption and with the condition that its readers
want to and will take this responsibility for making their own
decisions. The author and publisher are not in any way responsible
for what you do in your life, whether or not it has anything to do
with the subject of this book.

Introduction
HORATIO
O day and night, but this is wondrous strange!
HAMLET
And therefore as a stranger give it welcome.
There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.
William Shakespeare, “Hamlet” (1600)
“And yet,” added Pencroft, “the world is very learned. What
a big book, captain, might be made with all that is known!”
“And what a much bigger book still with all that is not
known!” answered Smith.
Jules Verne, “The Mysterious Island” (1875)
For more than 25 years, I taught at Bates College
(Lewiston, Maine) an introductory, writing-oriented first-year
seminar on technological literacy. It dealt with very basic things
at the absolute bottom of the technological nature of contemporary
society: the extraction of metals from rocks, the nature of basic
chemical principles, notions of electricity like electrochemistry
and generating machines and motors and magnetism and circuits,
the fundamentals of mechanism and machine design, the concept
of large networks like the telegraph. All of these issues are, to a
large extent, things which many young people used to grow up
knowing, back in the days where one simply had to know how to
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fix the farm tractor alone or the potatoes would rot in the field.
For one reason or another, that seems quite rare these days.
I believe very much that this kind of technological literacy,
which means some basic understanding of the principles behind
the entire built environment or infrastructure, is a very good
thing, I believe that it brings a kind of serene joy to people who
feel that they are walking around in a world that they understand,
rather than one in which they are surrounded by toys and
gadgets built and understood only by other people whose sole
goal is to sell their products. I believe that the place to begin
such understanding is at the very bottom- with the raw materials
available in nature. Students, asked in advance what they hope
to get out of this experience, will often suggest, for example, that
they want to know how their Compact Disc or pocket digital audio
player works. My response to that is to ask, “Do you know how
to wire up your flashlight? No? Then we better start there.” We
never do get to the CD player- it requires a good background in
optics and the mathematics of music and error detection and
semiconductor devices. If we were to ignore that, and start too
high, then all the basic principles beneath it, which are really
essential to understanding the operation, would remain forever
magic. So it is better to start at the bottom and go up as far as we
can, because that way the next step becomes plausible. The critical
points are where some experimentation is necessary to discover
a new principle, without which a “higher” technology cannot be
explained in terms of “lower” ones. As I hope will become clear,
this process can begin at a very young age.
The immediate impetus for creating this college class
was a “rebuttal” I prepared to a proposal written by several of
my academic colleagues to the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
The Foundation had (in 1982) invited some colleges to submit
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proposals for funding technological literacy projects in what
ultimately became the Sloan “New Liberal Arts” program. While
I was not involved in writing the proposal from Bates (which was
not funded by Sloan), I saw it and also the request from Sloan,
and wrote an “alternative proposal” of my own, circulated only on
campus. After that episode I felt a need to put my effort where my
mouth (typewriter, actually) was, and create a class, and I offered
it for more than twenty-five years, long after most of the projects
funded by Sloan had faded from memory. I would like to think of
my class as the most successful result of the Sloan New Liberal
Arts Program, though it never appeared in a proposal and never
received any support from the Foundation!
That being said, I had certainly thought about these issues
before 1982. I had a marvelous group of mentors and friends who
created and nurtured and supported my interest in understanding
the technology around me, and ultimately understanding what it
meant to understand it, from the earliest days I can remember.
Most of all, I am grateful to my parents, Florence and
Everett Clough, who created a home environment that encouraged
experimentation and some risk taking and provided the tools to
make it possible. I am grateful that they allowed me to dig pits
and tunnels and build sheds and towers in the back yard. I am
grateful that they allowed me to melt wax and blow glass on the
kitchen stove and stain the hardwood floors with chemicals. I
am grateful that they looked on my electrical experiments with
caution, and though amazed by the big sparks I could make and
worried by the little shocks I would occasionally get, they did not
stop me. The attitude in our home when something broke was, “Do
we fix this, or replace it, or get someone else to look at it?” While
we might not have always done the repair, we almost always did
the diagnosis, and this attitude and ability was supported by a
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substantial machine shop in the garage. When my junior high
school friends would play ball in the streets after school, I could go
into the garage and make things out of steel.
I am grateful to Paul. O. Hughes, veteran science teacher
at William Logan Stephens Junior High School (Long Beach,
California), who introduced me to Jules Verne’s novel, “The
Mysterious Island”, at a perfect time in my life by reading it five
minutes a day for a semester to my seventh-grade homeroom.
No book has ever had a greater impact on my thinking about
technological literacy. Mr. Hughes was always in his classroom
early and late, and encouraged students to drop by to discuss their
science and engineering projects, and our three years of homeroom
together were wonderful.
I am grateful to Donald R. Dearth, my neighborhood
pharmacist, whose chemical storehouse added enormously to
my capabilities. When I wanted to try making a photographic
emulsion, Mr. Dearth would take me into the back room and pour
out appropriate amounts of Silver Nitrate and Potassium Bromide
into neatly-labeled envelopes, and ask me to show him the results.
There were many similar occasions, and I never violated his trust.
I am grateful to Kenneth Jackson, whose small electronics
company went out of business at just the right time. When he rang
our doorbell to sell my parents a vacuum cleaner or something, he
ended up coming back later that day and unloading a truckload of
electronic parts onto a picnic table in our back yard- quite a trove
for a 12-year-old. I am not sure what he saw in me, but I lived off
those parts for years and they were a great part of my education.
I am grateful as well to many other people in my youth, who
at some time or times helped me with a bit of inspiration or advice
4

or hardware. Most recently, but not at all least, I am grateful to
my students, more than 400 of them, for their enthusiasm, their
understanding, their sometimes misunderstanding (from which I
always learned more), and their critiques as they pointed out that
I was the one what we were doing. Thank you all!
This book is part memoir, part syllabus, and part
exhortation. The memoir part is unavoidable- I had so many
formative technological experiences that it seems pointless to try
to hide them in the third person or passive voice, so I have used
first person when relating such things, though I have tried to limit
the number of such stories. The syllabus is also unavoidable: I
have taught this class for so long that some things roll easily from
my tongue- though the class is different every year and there are
things here which would surprise my students. The exhortation
is mild, but sincere- I really believe that most people would lead
happier and more successful (however you define that) lives if they
went even a little ways toward understanding the things around
them, and I certainly believe that the society as a whole would be
much better off.
So this is not at all a book about technology – in that it is
not a book filled with plans for educational gadgets for you to build
for yourself or with your students or children. (There are many
such books, and I provide a list of some favorites at the end.) It
is rather a book about how to think about technology – as some
collection of ideas created by earlier human minds which other
minds today can perfectly understand if they only want to, and
can nurture younger minds into believing that it is interesting to
do so. If you are new to trying to look at things this way, I hope
you will give it a try, and I wish you a marvelous adventure.
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CHAPTER 1

Forgetfulness
“I come from a far world, by what strange freak we will
not say. I am a savage, a rising race that has not learned
the secret of fire, nor bow, nor hammer. Tell me, what is
the nature of the two dry sticks I must rub, that fire may
be born? Must they be hard, tough oak, or should one be a
soft, resinous bit of pine? Tell me how I may make fire.”
“Why—with matches or a heat ra---- No, … Vague
thoughts, meaningless ideas and unclear. I—I have
forgotten the ten thousand generations of development.
I cannot retreat to a level you, savage of an untrained
world, would understand. I—I have forgotten.”
John. W. Campbell, Jr., “Forgetfulness” (1937)

It is easy, perhaps too easy, to walk through the world
like a zombie- using the natural or built environment in an
automatic and mechanical, even apathetic way. It is easy to
flip the lever without even thinking about whether the light
will come on (and it usually does). It is easy to push the
button and assume the little room will take you to the 86th
floor. It is easy to scrape the little stick on a rock and have
a small fire appear at the end. It is easy to twist the knob
and have water, hot or cold, fill your cup. It is easy to use
the small box in your pocket to hear music from the past or
talk with someone on the other side of the planet. It is easy
to do all of these things without a clue as to what is really
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behind the switch or button or match or faucet – without the
slightest idea of how any of it works.
This situation has not existed for very long. Not that
many centuries ago, the most complex technology most
people would ever encounter was probably a metal knife or
axe, and while not everyone understood where the iron came
from, pretty much everyone knew how to use it. While it
takes practice to use an axe well, the way it works is fairly
obvious.
It is possible to imagine a very earliest time in which
iron (or some other substance) could only be in the possession
of those who knew how to extract it from the appropriate
rocks. As soon as it entered the marketplace, to be traded
for other commodities, it could be expected to fall into the
hands of people who neither knew nor cared where it came
from, but only wanted to use it. One might imagine that the
process of “forgetting” how to make iron began at that very
moment.
The issue of societies forgetting the basic principles
of their technological development and infrastructure is
discussed very well in a story be John W. Campbell, Jr., writing
as Don A. Stuart. In “Forgetfulness”, Campbell describes an
Earth culture of the very far future. This distant earth is
visited by explorers from a nearby solar system whose level
of technology is not too far beyond that of earth today – their
rockets are a bit bigger but no new principles are needed.
These explorers find the future Earth citizens living a simple
existence in low buildings, the old cities of Earth rusting
and abandoned on the horizon. The Earth dwellers seem to
have receded to a primitive way of existence, and certainly
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they have forgotten what the cities meant to their ancestors.
And then, because of a disagreement, the earth residents
demonstrate that they are in fact in direct control of time
and space, in command of a technology that is unimaginably
far beyond both that of their city-building ancestors and
the visitors. Of the explorers, only the astronomer seems
to understand what has happened, as he has little to do
but think while his engineering colleagues are dissecting
the rusty city. In the dialogue quoted at the beginning of
this chapter, he is trying to explain it to the leader of the
explorers.
Campbell inspires his readers to ask many questions
about the nature of knowledge and memory in any strongly
technology-based society. Is it necessary that its origins
should be forgotten, because otherwise there will be too big
an overload of information to remember? Is it unavoidable,
simply because nobody will care? Is it healthy for a society to
look briefly at its present and concentrate on its future, with
scarcely a glance at its past? What portion of the knowledge
of the history and process of the development is it practical
and helpful to preserve? What portion is it useful to teach to
young people in the society? These questions, and approaches
to some answers, are a large part of this book.
It is, of course, impossible to know the details of every
chemical process, every mechanism, or every wired machine
that surrounds us. Merely memorizing the contents of the
world’s libraries or the entire internet would be a feeble
start toward such an effort. And yet, technologically literate
people tend to look on such things as though their origin or
operation is fairly obvious. How can this be?
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The secret is in the principles. Looking at a machine, never
seen before, one can ask if its operation can be understood
in terms of principles seen in other (not necessarily simpler)
machines which the observer already understands. If so, then
the operation can be considered “obvious”, even if the details
of the implementation are still hidden. The curious observer
who dismantles the machine usually gets some surprises,
because there is rarely only one way to do something, but
that needs not detract from the understanding.
Technological literacy really exists if a person
understands in some detail ONE way that something can be
done, not every possible way.
At other times, one might look at a machine or process
and discover that one’s knowledge of fundamentals is not
adequate to come up with a way to make that machine do
what it is doing. In that case, some new principles must be
learned. This is quite different from simply needing a large
quantity of repetitions in the application of known principles
to make the machine under study. Some examples will make
this clearer.
In many ore minerals, the metal atoms are very
tightly attached to oxygen atoms and difficult to remove, yet
one needs to remove them to get at the pure metal. As was
discovered in ancient times but only understood as part of the
general development of chemistry in the 19th century, a fire of
the right properties, with the right fuel and draft, can cause
both the fuel and part of the ore to disappear (more precisely,
to combine and be carried away by the atmosphere), while
the metal which is sought drips as a liquid into a pool at the
bottom, together with some waste from unwanted parts of the
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original rock. The metals important to early industry- say
iron, copper, zinc, and tin- can all be extracted this way. Yet
with one metal terribly common today – aluminum – it does
not work at all. There is no fuel which will cause the oxygen
to detach from the metal and preferentially attach to the fuel.
Aluminum remained a valuable laboratory curiosity, rare in
nature, highly prized, and difficult to extract, until electrical
methods were invented to extract it in great quantities in
the late nineteenth century, and these methods waited for
the construction of the first large hydroelectric generating
stations at Niagara Falls. So here is a case where principles
developed in antiquity, which worked so well for so many
metals, failed completely, and were finally supplemented
by improved chemical and electrical understanding that
permitted a new process to be devised. It is these points where
efforts at understanding technology must be concentrated –
and often a single new principle, or shift in the nature of
understanding which comes often from scientific research,
can open the door to a wide array of new techniques.
An early stone mason, equipped perhaps with lime
mortar and a few tools made from very malleable brass
or bronze or very brittle cast iron, would be baffled at the
sight of a tall thin “skyscraper”, because none of those early
materials would have the strength to make such a structure
possible. It would take some new principles – a lesson in
how the careful control of impurities (particularly carbon)
in the iron could convert it into much stronger steel, and
another lesson in how the malleability and brittleness of this
steel could be “fine tuned” by the rate at which it is cooled,
to turn the near-magic of the skyscraper into a believable
extension of the skills of the mason and the blacksmith.
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A telegraph operator, used to pressing a key and
knowing that a sounder clicked a hundred miles away, might
be used to the idea that the sounder could press a switch and
forward the message another hundred miles – the combined
device is called a “relay”. The same person, pressing the
button to call the elevator in that skyscraper, might be
amazed that the light in the button stayed lit after the
button was released, until the little room came! With a very
slight rearrangement of the parts, the relay can be converted
from a device which passes information to one which stores
information, a device which would soon be called a memory
– certainly another very important new principle.
The issue of scale represented by the skyscraper is
a general area where new principles might be needed to
understand how an older technology is to be modified to
make possible a new one – and the new thing can be either
much bigger or smaller than the old one. It is interesting to
imagine bringing one of the finest engineers of the Victorian
age, perhaps Isambard Kingdom Brunel, the railroad
pioneer who built the first tunnel beneath the Thames and
the enormous steamship “Great Eastern”, and showing him
some of the engineering “marvels” of the late twentieth
century. Shown the two hundred inch telescope at Palomar
Mountain, he would undoubtedly pronounce it a fine piece
of work and marvel at the precision that had been achieved.
Very likely, he would reserve some of his highest praise for the
welding, which was of a quality far beyond anything possible
in his era- the credit to this goes partly to the development
of oxygen-acetylene welding and partly to the increased
availability of electricity. On the scale of smallness, tiny
watches and mechanisms might also inspire admiration, but
not incredulous disbelief, because they would represent only
12

small marginal improvements over things available in his
time.
Consider then the pocket calculator, and imagine
handing Brunel one of those, and demonstrating how it
worked… Would he think it a mechanism like a fine watch,
and hold it to his ear to see if it ticked while multiplying two
numbers together? Would he think it perhaps powered by
a small motor – smaller than anyone had ever seen – and
expect a whirring sound as it worked? Could he imagine it
made from fantastically small telegraph parts and expect a
lot of clicking as it worked? And the numbers- how could
they light up, when in his day light came from the sun, stars,
and fire (and oh yes, the electric arc, so hot it would burn
the little box up in your hand)? Indeed, fine an engineer as
he was, with as good a general knowledge as anyone was
likely to have in his day, he would have been clueless about
how the small, silent, many-digit calculator did its job, even
though the slide rule was well developed by his time.
So Brunel would need some new principles, based
on observations of nature not yet made and interpreted by
his time, and he could not have figured it out in a hundred
afternoons of pushing the buttons. Your situation is quite
different, as the technological wonder you hold in your hand
(or any comparable thing) was made by other hands and
minds and is based on principles understood by those minds,
so you can understand them too. When you do, you can
imagine a way, if not the way, the device in front of you might
have been made. Let us catalogue some of this knowledge,
derived from observation, of principles that any literate and
observant person might be expected to know.
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To know, that is, well enough to detect them when they are
observed in some piece of technology, and to apply them
when appropriate when devising something possibly new,
with one’s own mind and hands. These are principles which
are worth not forgetting.
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CHAPTER 2

Hands Across the Solar System
The mind’s eye is a well-developed organ that not only
reviews the contents of a visual memory but also forms
such new or modified images as the mind’s thoughts
require. As one thinks about a machine, reasoning
through successive steps in a dynamic process, one can
turn it over in one’s mind.
Eugene S. Ferguson, “Engineering and the Mind’s Eye”
(1992)

One night in 1980, during the initial broadcast of Carl
Sagan’s “Cosmos” television series, I found myself sitting
and watching one of the episodes with a group of college
students. It happened to be an episode that was particularly
heavy with hardware, computers, spacecraft, and all the
other paraphernalia of space exploration. At the end, one
of the students said something like, “I don’t understand how
these people can work with that equipment all the time and
not be totally alienated from it”.
They are not alienated from it because they built
it. That spacecraft at the far edge of the solar system,
responding to their commands, is an extension of the hands
and minds of its builders in the same way that a fork is an
extension of your hand when you stick it into a potato. Their
knowledge of what will happen when a certain command is
sent is as good as your knowledge of what happens when
you press the fork tines against the potato skin. But it is
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not only that good – it is better, because they understand
why it will do those things, the exact sequence of operations,
the diversions that might occur if an obstacle is encountered,
most of the possibilities for failure at every step, and ways
to work around that failure. Eating a potato might be far
simpler, but the idea is the same.
To some people, what happens (hopefully) when flips a
wall switch is that the light comes on. To others, that is only
part of the story: A little bigger load appears on a generator
at a power plant, and a little more steam or water is let into a
turbine to keep the generator from slowing down. The torque
on the spinning electric meter increases a bit so the meter
spins faster. The entire system has a certain transparency.
Nobody who thinks about things like this would claim to
understand every system in detail- just to understand the
basic principles well enough to have a general idea of how
the whole system works, and to be able to apply these ideas
to a wide range of analogous systems.
Fundamentally this understanding must begin at the
very bottom, at the very basic things of the last chapter that
people are most likely to forget because the need for them
seems remote, like the extraction of metals from ores. Why?
Because if the early steps are ignored they remain forever
magic. Any instructions that to make something that begin,
“First take a bit of plastic….” Must address the questions of:
What is plastic? What kind? Does it matter? Must we use
plastic or can we substitute amber or asphalt or beeswax
or glass? In some cases these questions might not matter,
but in others the enterprise might be doomed if the answers
are not given correctly. No set of instructions ever seems to
be written so thoroughly as to eliminate the need for some
16

of what is usually called “common sense” on the part of the
reader. While there is no consensus of opinion as to just what
this means or how to get it, technologically literate people
tend to have a somewhat more expansive definition than
people at large. Furthermore, this definition has changed
with time. To very early electrical workers, it was not at
first obvious that some materials would “conduct” electricity
and others would not. Any electrical hobbyist today would
call this obvious and include it in the category of “common
sense”.
What, then, are the kinds of basic principles that need
to be known to make the built environment approachable?
Engineering historian David P. Billington1 places them in
four categories. First are the principles associated with
processes – ways of converting one substance to another.
These are largely the principles of chemistry, and the
question of what one must do to extract metals from rocks
falls into this category. Second are the principles associated
with structures – the ways to build bridges and towers
or microscopic circuits so they do not collapse. Third are
principles associated with mechanisms – ways to link
components with gears and wires and hoses to perform
specific tasks. This includes components whose operation is
based primarily on electromagnetic principles. Fourth are
principles associated with networks – ways to interconnect
a very large number of identical simple units so that the
system as a whole does what is wanted, where the emphasis
is on the interconnection and not on the individual unit.
Many of the problems of networks have to do with traffic or
1 Writing in “The Innovators: The engineering pioneers who made America modern”
(Wiley, 1996). The ordering here is mine.
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optimization – when one understands what must be done to
make a telephone that works, it is not impossible to come up
with some way to interconnect a million of them.
The difficulties come in finding a practical solution
which is reliable and inexpensive – and those can be severe,
but they are not the primary goal of this study.
Of course, most systems fit into more than one category.
A blast furnace is a structure built to facilitate a process, and
involves a mechanism to blow air through it. Cell phones and
desk phones are only useful when interconnected through
a large network. Some would rather confine the word
“mechanism” to something with physically moving parts, not
a rigid system where only electrical currents or fluids move.
This distinction will be made here by calling such a purely
solid machine a circuit, giving a fifth category.
The “principles” we are discussing here need only be
the most basic ones – enough to keep one sufficiently aware of
the ideas to be able to fill in details as needed, either through
simply thinking about them or through a quick reference to
some supportive book. In the first category, for example,
one need not feel it necessary to read a shelf of chemistry
texts. The little pamphlet that used to come with a “kiddie”
chemistry set, accompanied by a little experimentation to try
out some of the ideas, is all that is needed for a foundation.

Processes
Consider, for example, “The Story of Chemistry2”, by
Harold and Jermain Porter, a 24-page pamphlet sent out with
2 Harold M. Porter and Jermain D. Porter, The Story of Chemistry (The Porter Chemical
Company, 1945)
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Porter “Chemcraft” chemistry sets from about 1945 until the
company (following a merger with the Lionel Corporation
about 1961) went extinct in 1984. A summary list of some
major headings inside is a marvelous guide to the nature of
fundamental chemical processes:
We live in a chemical world
All matter is built from electricity
Chemistry begins with atoms
Two or more atoms may combine
Molecules in Motion
How the attraction between molecules
holds things together
The difference between solids, liquids, and gases
How chemists measure matter and temperature
How atoms are constructed
Solving the mystery of atomic weights
What atomic numbers mean
How atoms form ions
Electrolytes
Electron sharing
Metals and non-metals
Acids and Bases
Salts
Valence
Physical change vs chemical reaction
Reaction Types
Oxidation and Reduction
Chemical Calculations

19

Quite a lot for a mere two dozen pages! Yet, if you
think of this as “seeds” to be planted in the mind of that
young person with that chemistry set, or as the outcome of
a romp through a series of simple experiments described
by a somewhat longer text3, then the possible outcomes in
terms of comfort in understanding how the world appears to
work and an improved ability to deal with chemical issues
in any area of life can be profound. Learning a few basic
ideas leads one to notice chemistry everywhere, and
contributes to a substantial level of literacy at an early age.
The late J. Arthur Campbell, the distinguished chemist
who directed the Chemical Education Materials Study to
revise the teaching of high-school chemistry in the 1960s,
once told me that he often started a new chemistry class by
asking the students, “Look around. Do you see any chemicals
here?” Almost always, they would say ”NO”, because they
were thinking of “chemicals” as colored liquids or powders
in bottles! So Campbell would embarrass them by pointing
out how the air they breathed, the fluids of their bodies,
the gypsum in the sheetrock walls, the linoleum tile on the
floor, the gas and glass of the fluorescent lights…WERE
ALL CHEMICALS! So we better bring our young people
up knowing some chemistry! How else can we expect them
to understand any part of the world around them? There
is no better time and place than with children of seemingly
unlimited curiosity. While some chemical processes have
subtle consequences that can at first be difficult to detect,
there are lots which cause something to change color, or
3 e.g., Alfred P. Morgan, First Chemistry Book for Boys and Girls (D. Appleton Century, 1942,
and many later editions); Nelson Beeler and Franklyn Branley, Experiments in Chemistry
(Thomas Y. Crowell, 1952).; Nathan Feifer, Let’s Explore Chemistry (Sentinel Books, 1959);
or Robert Brent and Harry Lazarus, The Golden Book of Chemistry Experiments (Golden
Press, 1960).
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foam, or develop an odor, or have some other easily-detected
result – these are the stuff of youthful explorations in
chemistry which help young people grow into understanding
the chemical nature of the world around them and the facts
that things change. Litmus, for example, a dye extracted
from lichens, is red in liquids which are acids and blue in
alkalis or bases. A youngster provided with a supply of
litmus paper strips is likely to want to test everything in the
kitchen cabinets, and the encouragement of such activities
can promote a healthy lifelong curiosity about how the world
works.
Of course, Porter Chemical did not demonstrate it all:
There were areas of chemistry well developed by their day
that they chose not to describe, particularly the organic
chemistry of hydrocarbon compounds and polymers. A more
recent book titled The New Chemistry4 has each chapter title
written by a different specialist, and we might append a
summary of some of its chapter titles to Porter’s list:
The Search for New Elements
Bonding
Novel Energy Sources
What, Why, and When is a Metal
Coordination Chemistry
Surface Chemistry
Molecular Complexity
Medicines from Nature
Inorganic Chemistry of Life
Supramolecular Chemistry
4 Nina Hall (ed), The New Chemistry (Cambridge University Press, 2000).
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Molecular Electronics
Photochemical Energy Conversion
Chemistry Far from Equilibrium
Yet go back to Porter’s list: We live in a chemical
world. All matter is built from electricity. Chemistry begins
with atoms. Two or more atoms may combine. Even today,
it is hard to express the fundamentals of how the universe
of things readily available to our senses is put together any
better in just 22 words.5 And that fundamental knowledge,
with all its consequences, is absolutely essential if one is to
approach understanding the chemistry of oil or plastic or life.
The people who understand and use these ideas well as adults
are very often those whose curiosity and experimentation
ranged freely at a young age, even though at a fairly basic
level.6 There is enormous need in American society today to
preserve young people’s ability and permission to do this.

Structures
The principles associated with structures are perhaps
the oldest form of engineering of all, as the earliest structure

5 Perhaps the most famous and oft-quoted statement about this is that of Nobel Laureate
and distinguished physics teacher Richard Feynman., who wrote “If, in some cataclysm, all
of scientific knowledge were to be destroyed, and only one sentence passed on to the next
generation of creatures, what statement would contain the most information in the fewest
words? I believe it is the atomic hypothesis (or the atomic fact, or whatever you wish to call
it) that all things are made of atoms—little particles that move around in perpetual motion,
attracting each other, attracting each other when they are a little distance apart, but
repelling upon being squeezed into one another” (italics in original), Richard P. Feynman,
et. Al., The Feynman Lectures on Physics, Volume I (Addison Wesley, 1963).
6 For some testimonies to support this, see for example Oliver Sacks, Uncle Tungsten:
Memories of a Chemical Boyhood (Knopf: 2001), or Steve Silberman, “Don’t Try This at
Home”, Wired, vol 14, no. 6 (June 2006)
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was built the first time someone intentionally placed one
rock or log on top of another, and this no doubt happened a
long time ago. For most of history, experience would have
been the principal teacher, and to a substantial extent it still
is- Henry Petroski7 provides some examples, both thoughtful
and sobering, of how much more is commonly learned from
a structural failure than from a success. Yet in recent
centuries, the study of structures has become more scientific
as the properties of structural materials determined through
both theoretical and laboratory investigations have been
applied to calculate the predicted performance of a structure
long before it is built.
In his Dialogue Concerning Two New Sciences8 first
published in 1638, one of Galileo Galilei’s “New Sciences”
was that of the strength of materials, how big a load a beam
might carry, and why structures could not simply be scaled
up without limit. His work, written as a dialogue among
three people (Galileo refers occasionally to himself as the
“Academician”), is still valuable for students to read.
For most hobbyists who do not become civil engineers
(and partially for those who do), the bulk of this knowledge
comes from experimentation, and this can begin at a very
young age – I have many times watched groups of young
children entertaining themselves by piling up large numbers
of wooden blocks while experimenting with alternate designs.
With a little encouragement and some additions to the
arsenal of tools and materials, this kind of exploration leads
7 Henry Petroski, Success Through Failure: The Paradox of Design (Princeton University
Press, 2008).
8 Galileo Galilei, Dialogue Concerning Two New Sciences (1638), and many other editions
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to the backyard shed, tree house, lashed tower or bridge,
or even the shoring of an occasional tunnel. This sense of
design can provide lifelong advantages in dealing with the
built environment. Indeed, there seems to be a growing
sense among some engineering educators that the idea of
designing a structure with a computer program has perhaps
been carried too far, and the role of art and experience has
become undervalued.9 One of the finest resources a young
person can have is an ample supply of scrap lumber and
nails, together with a few saws and other tools, to permit
the assembly of structures as large as the space will bear –
if no “back yard” is at hand, building a sleeping “loft” that
puts the mattress near the ceiling, or a bench for lab work or
model railroading, or an easel for art, are still possibilities.
Only after building a few structures does one really begin to
notice those in the surroundings and think about them with
a technical eye. The Golden Gate Bridge never looks quite
the same to someone who has braved the heights with a tree
house or strung a rope bridge across a shallow creek.

Mechanisms
The principles associated with mechanisms are those
involved in those things which have moving parts, and the
ways in which the relationships among these parts perform
some useful function. Sometimes a mechanism is so large
that it must also be considered a structure of the type just
examined- as with a bridge that lifts to allow a tall ship to
pass. While many encyclopedic books have been written
through the years cataloging complex mechanisms, starting
9 A good study of this is Eugene S. Ferguson, Engineering and the Mind’s Eye (MIT
Press, 1992). Ferguson summarized these ideas in an article in Invention & Technology
(Smithsonian Institution, Winter 1993)
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with a splendid volume by Agostino Ramelli which first
appeared in 158810, and browsing through them can be
quite fun, It is much less intimidating to start with a set
of standard and basic parts that seem to pop up all over. A
good start is the parts catalogue from Meccano Limited in
Liverpool, England, published during or near the “heyday”
of that company’s product. Probably more American readers
are familiar with “Erector” sets of the same era, made by the
A. C. Gilbert Company of New Haven, Connecticut.11
While there are some similarities, particularly in the
purely structural components (things to build the frameworks
to hold the moving parts in place), the selection of motionoriented parts made by Meccano is substantially richer than
that available from Gilbert. Consequently a builder (or even
just a reader of the catalogue) comes away better informed
after an encounter with Meccano.
So let us take a browse through a Meccano parts list
for 1968 – a reasonable choice of year and the last year prices
were quoted in pounds, shillings, and pence. Along with a
variety of perforated strips, angles, plated, brackets, and
girders of various sizes and shapes (not all flat) and bolts
and nuts to attach them together, the list includes:
10 Agostino Ramelli, The Various and Ingenious Machines of Agostino Ramelli, (1588, first
translated into English with a biographical study by Martha Teach Gnudi, with annotations
and glossary by Eugene S. Ferguson, Scolar Press and Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976);
Henry T. Brown, 507 Mechanical Movements, (Brown, Coombs & Co., 1868); Gardner
Hiscox, Mechanical Movements, Powers, Devices, and Appliances (Munn & Co., 1899);
Nicholas Chironas and Neil Sclater, Mechanisms and Mechanical Devices Sourcebook
(McGraw-Hill, 1996), These books have generally remained in print for a good while. I
chose the list to show how this subject has been of interest for a very long time.
11 “Meccano” and “Erector” are currently trademarks of Meccano S. N.
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SPUR GEARS: Flat gears, 12 varieties, with the
number of teeth ranging from 15 to 133.
RING GEAR: Flat ring with gear teeth on inside
and outside.
WORM: Will mesh with any thin spur gears.
BEVEL GEARS: For right-angle turns in a plane,
two varieties provide 1:1 or 3:1 speed ratio.
HELICAL GEARS: For right-angle turns where the
shafts pass each other.
CONTRATE WHEELS: Spur gears with all teeth
“bent” to point parallel to axle. Have different uses
from bevel gears. 2 sizes.
PULLEYS: For rubber band, string, or leather
belts; 6 sizes with hub, and a 3-step cone.
SPROCKETS: 5 wheel sizes with 14 to 56 teeth,
with cut-to-length chain.
BALL THRUST BEARING WITH SPROCKET:
For rotating a crane or carousel with a chain.
ARMED CRANKS AND BELL CRANKS:
For converting between linearand rotary motion,
and carrying linear motion around a corner.
ECCENTRICS: For converting from rotary to
oscillating motion.
RATCHED AND PAWL: For restricting motion to
one direction.
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PULLEY BLOCKS: Single and triple, for block and
tackle.
SHAFT WITH KEYWAY: Like a spline- for
rotating a sliding object.
DOG CLUTCH: For connecting two in-line shafts.
UNIVERSAL JOINT: For coupling two shafts with
a slight misalignment.
Parts like these play major roles in the building of
any complicated mechanism – and the general comfort
with the associated principles that comes with playing with
them or even seriously browsing the catalogues of major
distributors of mechanical components gives one a major
arsenal of tools when it comes to understanding what is
going on in that sealed box with a few protruding shafts that
look so mysterious. Furthermore, such a set of parts tends
to exist over a wide range of scales: A “ratchet and pawl”,
for permitting a shaft to turn in only one direction, can be
very tiny in the winding mechanism of an old music box,
somewhat larger in the variation that keeps window shades
from springing up uncontrollably, and enormous if used to
restrict the motion of giant chains that tie a huge freighter
to the wharf. But the idea is the same, and a person who
has only encountered small-scale Meccano can have a very
interesting time browsing a shop that deals in parts for ships
or oil-drilling rigs. At the very smallest scales, Meccano
parts have inspired chemists in their work to visualize and
understand how a limited set of atoms can be assembled into
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an enormous variety of chemical compounds12 - perhaps a
million times smaller than a small nut or bolt that might be
used to build a model crane
Yet an appreciation of scale alone is not enough to
imagine all the possibilities that come from bolting small
gears to perforated strips and meshing them with each
other. If all gears rotate on shafts which are fixed in space13,
such a system is incapable of adding the rotation of two
shafts- building a system where the rotation of one shaft is
the sum of the rotation of two others. Such a device requires
allowing some of the gears themselves to move in space, in
addition to rotating on their shafts. Two such systems are
in very common use: the differential, which in its automotive
application keeps the speed of the drive shaft proportional
to the average speed of the two wheels, and the planetary
system, which is common in automatic transmissions and
the multiple-speed bicycle hubs once made by SturmeyArcher. Before you go look these up, work hard to figure out
one yourself. Noted educator and computer science pioneer
Seymour Papert describes his youthful fascination with the
differential as “[falling] in love with the gears”14 The issue
of deciding that the original understanding of the principles
involved with gears – each gear meshed with others, while
all are on immovable shafts- which usually comes with early
“gear play”, is inadequate to explain or design some very
desirable functions, is a very good example of how one must
look at a technological system and ask if one can explain it in
12 J. Fraser Stoddart, “From a Meccano set to nano meccano”, Pure Appl.Chem.,Vol 77,
No. 7, pp. 1089-1106 (2005)
13 I once saw a set of toy gears mounted to pivot on refrigerator magnets, which could be
rearranged at will to demonstrate this idea.
14 Seymour Papert, Mindstorms, (Basic Books/HarperCollins, 1980), foreword
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terms of one’s current level of understanding. At times this
fails, and a new principle must be sought – in this case, going
from two to three dimensions.
Historian D. S. L. Cardwell refers to such new ideas in
the development of technology as turning points15, and while
he does not see the differential as worthy of note, two of his
early examples are essential here as their examination leads
the prospectively literate student in the right direction.
The first of Cardwell’s examples is the pendulum
escapement. A pendulum of a given length makes a roundtrip swing in a given time, and so long as the angle of
swing is small16, the time for a swing is nearly independent
of the angle. This makes such a pendulum an excellent
choice as a timekeeper, a conclusion attributed to Galileo.
Unfortunately, any such pendulum will stop swinging fairly
promptly, its energy consumed by mechanical friction and
air resistance, and the trick is to add a bit of energy in each
swing in a way that disturbs the swing very little so that the
timing is not altered.
The notion that such energy might be available from
a falling weight or an unwinding spring actually predates
the notion of just what one means by “energy” at all, but the
real issue here is how to use that weight or spring to give a
little kick to the pendulum every swing. While Galileo found a
workable way to do it, it is not at all obvious to someone staring
15 D. S.L. Cardwell, Turning Points of Western Technology: A Study of Technology, Science
and History (Science History Publicatiions, 1972)
16 For the mathematically curious, “small” means small compared with one radian, which
is about 57 degrees, so that the sin and tangent of the angle are about equal to the angle
itself, if measured in radians.
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at a pile of Meccano parts just how to start, and the idea that
the motion of the pendulum must itself “unlatch” the weight
or spring and allow it to “escape” and fall or unwind just a bit,
while giving that kick to the pendulum, came slowly. Future
generations refined this idea to great perfection – clocks whose
speed was independent of temperature, and alterations of the
pendulum idea to give a clock that would work equally well in
any orientation or at any altitude. While these improvements
were important, they did not represent the kind of new-principle
turning point found in the first one. The issue is the idea that
it is possible to build a mechanism that will cause a shaft to
rotate at a very constant (though stepwise) rate of speed while
driven by a very non-constant force due to variations in friction,
tension in a spring, and so forth. This is not at all obvious to
most people looking at a pile of gears, even to those who are
quite deft at building little models of automobile transmissions.
The pendulum clock seems almost hypnotically alive, and the
recognition that the near-constant period of its swing could be
employed, and powered, as a time-measurement device was a
marvelous discovery, and a discovery that every technologicallyliterate person needs to make at some time.
The second of Cardwell’s examples that it is critical to
introduce here is the steam engine, or fire engine, or heat engine
in general. It is not difficult to build a “mock up” of a steam
engine from Meccano parts; to get it to work requires a source
of steam or compressed air and a more tightly-fitting cylinder
and piston than Meccano normally supplied.17 This, however,
is not the principal issue. As Cardwell rightly points out, the
17 Meccano did, however, include in its catalogue a small steam engine, as well as springwound and electric motors, which could be used to drive mechanisms and models built
with the other parts.
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real “turning point” comes in understanding something of the
nature of the atmosphere itself. In his words, “The discovery
of the fact that we all live at the bottom of an ocean of air
that exerts a pressure of some 15 lb. per square inch on us,
and everything else on the surface of the earth must rank
as the most bizarre discovery ever made.” This conclusion
came partially from thinking: If the planets were in motion
around the sun, space could not be full of air or it would drag
them to a stop; and partially from experimenting: carrying
the newly-invented barometer up a mountain to discover how
the measured pressure of the atmosphere decreased with
increasing elevation. The discovery that nobody, no matter
how good a vacuum he or she can make with his or her mouth,
can sip cider through a straw more than about 32 feet long,
is one, like the pendulum clock, worth everyone’s making. It
can lead to the kind of thinking and experimenting with the
properties of water and air that are necessary to make the
steam engine plausible, properties that go beyond the purely
mechanical nature of gears and cranks.

Circuits
Mechanisms are, however, not exclusively mechanical.
Agostino Ramelli would be baffled if you brought him from
the sixteenth century and showed him devices where parts
were moved by magnetic forces caused by electric currents, as
he could see neither. Yet from the early nineteenth century
forward, such components were increasingly common.
The major issue is that some aspect of the interaction
between parts of the machine is not immediately visible to
the senses in the way that one lever pulling on another or
one gear tooth pushing on another is reasonably obvious to
the eye. An understanding of how such interactions occur
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and can be manipulated to the advantage of the machine
builder, and ultimately suggest other applications not yet
conceived, comes most readily from a system which has the
very minimum number of parts, and thus the minimum
opportunity to misinterpret what the effect really is. While
the issue of why it is that way might be considered a question
of science rather than technology, in any case making use of
such an effect requires a substantial level of understanding
of how it behaves.
The electrical issue is such an important one that
it is worth working through how it came to be understood,
and remarkably most of the essential discoveries were made
over a very short period of time- hardly more than a century.
Except for the first two – the notion of what is now called
static electricity and the way a bit of amber or plastic, rubbed
with a cloth or fur, attracts bits of dust or paper and draws
sparks from other objects; and the notion of the lodestone
or magnet, which can attract or repel another of its kind,
attract a bit of iron, or orient itself in space in a way useful
to navigators for centuries. Working through these early
discoveries and thinking about what they have to say about
the nature of the world is a critical part of the technological
education of everyone.
While there is no way to know when the phenomena
of static electricity and magnetism were first observed,
there is less doubt about who first thought carefully about
them and left evidence of his thinking. That person was
Thales of Miletus, a philosopher and proto-scientist of the
sixth century B.C. While no writings by Thales seem to
have survived, he was written about by later philosophers,
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particularly Plato and Aristotle, and it is from their writings
that Thales’ work is known. As his biographer and student
Patricia F. O’Grady writes, Thales “investigated the material
basis of nature without recourse to the supernatural” and
“was able to perceive scientific hypotheses when there were
no pre-existing ideas of scientific cause and effect”. In early
times the phenomena now grouped as static electricity were
primarily associated with a fossilized plant resin called
“amber”, and while there is no positive evidence that Thales
actually experimented with it, O’Grady considers it “likely”18.
When rubbed with a cloth or fur, a stick of amber (or sealing
wax or acrylic plastic, to suggest modern substitutes more
readily available) acquires the property of attracting small
bits of paper or cork or similar substances. The same thing
happens with a glass rod rubbed with a cloth, but there is a
very significant difference: Two rubbed amber rods, or two
glass rods, will repel each other ever so slightly, while with
one of each there is a small force of attraction. A careful series
of experiments with these and other materials supports a
model or view that suggests that matter comes in two kinds;
that bits of matter of the same kind repel each other, while
bits of matter of different kinds attract each other. Most
lumps of matter have nearly-equal amounts of each, but
rubbing can cause some imbalance. These types of matter
have been, since the days of Benjamin Franklin, referred
to as “positive” and “negative”19. Furthermore, large pieces
of matter sometimes have the property of allowing at least
one of these types to move around inside with some ease –
18 Patricia F. O’Grady, Thales of Miletus: The beginnings of western science and philosophy
(Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2002.) The two quotes are from pages 245 and 251.
19 When later associated with particles, the positive ones were called protons and the
negative ones electrons. Electron () is the Greek word for amber. Later, a third and neutral
major particle was found in the interior of atoms and called the neutron.
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these are conventionally called “conductors”, and it turns
out that the “negative” type moves around; in other cases an
imbalance can accumulate, usually on the surface, but there
is no large-scale motion – these materials are conventionally
called “insulators”. Quite a viewpoint to come primarily
from such simple experiments!
No less a scholar than Albert Einstein pronounced a
description of these experiments as “dull” and “boring”20, so
you should probably go do them and be less bored. Einstein
asserts that “the meaning of the experiments does not
become apparent until theory makes it so.” And yet, the
performance of these and other experiments is the only
inspiration, and ultimately the only test, for the theory. All
of modern electrical science and technology rests ultimately
on the properties of matter easily exhibited through simple
demonstrations with common materials, demonstrations
which Thales probably did for himself and his friends many
times, some 2500 years ago.
And so have I, though more recently. To ignore
them is to fail to notice some of the most fundamental
and useful properties of the physical world – one who does
not understand these ideas ultimately cannot claim to
understand how anything seems to work. At the same time,
they are not enough: It is not reasonable to say that after
rubbing sealing wax with fur you know how to travel to the
moon. So we must continue our quest for basic principles.
Thales probably had a lodestone – a naturallymagnetized rock – as well as samples of amber. The lodestone
is similarly mysterious in its power of attracting bits of
20 Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld, The Evolution of Physics (Simon and Schuster, 1938).
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unmagnetized iron – and two lodestones usually have surface
regions which attract or repel each other. Through the
centuries it was found that the somewhat random complexity
of a lodestone could be simplified to a simple bar of steel, whose
magnetic properties were most apparent at its ends, which
were not the same! A given end of a magnet which would
attract one end of another magnet would repel the other. This
fact, together with the observation that a suspended bar or
lodestone would rotate and align itself in a vaguely northsouth direction, led gradually to the conclusion that the whole
earth was perhaps a giant lodestone. This idea, which had
practical consequences in the navigational compass, was well
developed by the time William Gilbert wrote a book about it in
160021. It took 2200 years to get this far!
Unlike the bored response of the older Einstein to
frictional electricity, the young Albert Einstein was fascinated
by the magnetic compass22. It should fascinate everyone –
think, the small freely-pivoted needle in the little box in your
hand is somehow connected to the cosmos and able to sense
some large-scale invisible effect which envelops the earth. It
is not obvious at first glance that any such thing should exist
(any more than the properties are obvious).
Thales perhaps thought that the properties of amber
and lodestone were related in some way, if only that they
were similarly invisible. The actual reality of this possibility
took a long time to discover, and there were important other

21 William Gilbert, De Magnete, (1600)
22 Walter Isaacson, Einstein: His Life and Universe (Simon and Schuster, 2007), p. 13
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stops along the way23. 1709 saw the first machine to generate
frictional electricity with continuously rotating objects,
built by Francis Hawkesbee in England, thus dramatically
increasing the electricity available for experimentation. The
notion of conduction- how electricity actually seems to move
through a conducting material- was substantially clarified
about 1729 by Stephen Gray, and numerous experiments later
showed that it moved very fast indeed. Those experiments
whose description bored Einstein, showing that there
appeared to be two types of electricity, were first performed
about this time. The ability to store electricity came in
1745 with the invention of what is today called a capacitor
by Edward Georg von Kleist, in its first incarnation as the
Leyden jar, literally a glass jar coated with metal inside and
out, where the two metal skins could be charged positive
and negative, while the tendency to neutralize each other
with a spark would be resisted by the glass. Questions of the
similarity of electricity to lightning were a hot topic; though
the work of Benjamin Franklin is well known here, he was
not at all alone. Franklin also developed and promoted the
idea that electrified objects which attracted each other were
different because they had more or less of a single moving
electric fluid (now called “electrons”) than a non-electrified
body would have. The determination that this force, whether
attractive or repulsive, when measured between charged
spheres, was inversely proportional to the square of their
separation came in 1785 from Charles Augustin de Coulomb
in France. Still, electricity was little more than an intriguing
toy and object for study, not something seen as having any
23 The historical summary from this point follows (and much abbreviates at my peril!) that
in Edward Tatnal Canby, A History of Electricity (Hawthorn Books, 1963), a volume which
contains many intriguing illustrations of the apparatus of the day and other contemporary
scenes.
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practical value – except perhaps for the protection offered by
the lightning rod.
Electricity came of age as something useful in a
remarkably short time after discoveries of ways of generating
and detecting it as a continuously flowing current that was
much easier to handle than these heaps of charge piled up
on a surface by rubbing. The initial experiments seemed
an unlikely source of such inspiration, when Luigi Galvani
observed that his electrical machine could cause twitching
in the legs of a dead frog. Potentially more significant,
he observed in 1786 that the legs could twitch when in
simultaneous contact with bits of iron and copper which
were also in contact with each other. One of the scientists
who followed up on his work was Alessandro Volta, who
catalogued the electrical properties of many pairs of metals,
piling up many small plates in series, each pair separated
from its neighbor by a damp bit of fabric or paper and
making the first “battery” in 1796. While Volta believed
that the contact between the two metals was what produced
the electricity, over succeeding decades it became clear that
it was the different chemical reactions of the two metals
with the solutions in which they were dipped that provided
the energy necessary to cause the electric effects. In any
event, Volta’s easy-to-make “pile” battery opened the door
to many new discoveries starting about 1800 – particularly
those relating electricity to chemical reactions and relating
electricity and magnetism.
An electric current passing through water was
observed to separate the water into hydrogen and oxygen by
William Nicholson and Anthony Carlisle, and this idea was
pursued at length by Humphrey Davy, who in a remarkable
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series of experiments beginning in 1807 melted selected
common substances, passed electric currents through them,
and found that one of the resulting products was a new
elemental metal never seen before – potassium and sodium
were first seen in his laboratory and named by him after
their source materials, potash and soda. The work of Davy
and his assistant, colleague, and successor Michael Faraday
began the development of the rich and productive interface
between electricity and chemistry that “electrochemistry”
continues to be today, and many of their fundamental
experiments are very educational and easily recreated.24
The continuous electric current available from Volta’s
battery soon made possible the discovery of a connection
between electricity and magnetism. A Danish professor,
Hans Christian Oersted, was demonstrating in 1820 the
heating of a wire by the flow of an electric current through it,
when he observed that the current also caused the deflection
of a compass needle located serendipitously nearby. The
effect vanished when the current was interrupted, and if
the wire was moved from above to below the compass, or the
direction of the current was reversed, the deflection of the
needle was in the opposite direction. This observation that
a current of electricity, not merely the charge on an amber
rod rubbed with fur, caused a magnetic effect, led rapidly
to many new experiments and a solid understanding of how
electricity and magnetism interacted with each other (even
24 The Porter Chemical Company once published a booklet about electrochemistry as a
supplement to its chemistry sets, which is a nice collection of introductory experiments:
Harold M. Porter, Chemcraft Electrochemistry Manual (The Porter Chemical Company,
1938). At a slightly higher level but much less “hands-on” is the anthology of short essays
edited by Henry B. Linford, What is Electrochemistry? (Princeton: The Electrochemical
Society, 1971)
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though the issue of what they were was not answered).
Along with Davy and Faraday, one who carried this
work far along was Andre Ampere in France, who observed
that two current-carrying wires exerted forces on each other,
and that a coil of wire carrying a current affected the space
around it just like a magnet. Dominique Francois Jean Arago
observed that he could magnetize bars of steel permanently
by placing them in such a coil through which a current was
sent even if only momentarily, while William Sturgeon noted
in 1825 that with soft iron instead, the magnetism was not
only much stronger than with the coil alone but switched
on and off with the current. American Joseph Henry made
these electromagnets on a large scale, winding them with
many layers of insulated wire and producing magnets that
could lift hundreds of pounds.
Henry and Faraday share the credit for the observation
that a current could be caused to appear in a coil of wire
by changing the amount of magnetic field through the coil.
It did not matter if the magnetic field was changed by the
physical motion of a magnetized bar of steel in the coil, or
by changing the current through a nearby coil which was
creating the field – it was the rate of change of the magnetism
that “induced” the current. Indeed, Henry noted that with
a single coil, attempting to change the current through it
induced a new current, which was in the direction to oppose
the change.
In all of these cases the “induction” caused by the
changing magnetic field caused only an electrical “pressure”,
often called an “electromotive force”, which promoted the
flow of an electric current. The actual current which flowed
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depended also on the electrical resistance of the entire looping
path or “circuit”, including all the wires and the batteries
themselves. Georg Ohm in Germany came to this conclusion
after many experiments. Today the “ohm” is the unit of
resistance, the “volt” the unit of electromotive force, and the
“ampere” the unit of current, and for a closed path Ohm’s
“law” is that the voltage required = current desired x total
resistance of path, Faraday’s and Henry’s contributions are
also noted in the system of units – the “farad” is the unit of
capacitance, the relationship between the charge on a pair of
conductors and the voltage difference between them, and the
“henry” is a measure of the self-inductance of a circuit or coil
These principles, surprisingly few in number, were all
it took to get the global electrical invention game started.
Electromagnets that could be switched on and off and batteries
were all the physics required for the telegraph and electric
motor to be possible, and their development followed rapidly.
The limitations of batteries as power sources were removed
as the principles of induction were applied to the invention of
electric generators for both direct and alternating currents.
Mutually inductive pairs of coils grew into transformers
that permitted stepping alternating voltages up and down
that made long-distance power transmission possible.
Experiments in converting small variable motions to small
variable currents were the seeds of the telephone. Even
wires proved to be unnecessary for some electrical advances.
In 1865 the Scottish mathematical physicist James
Clerk Maxwell noted that the equations describing the
creation of electric fields by varying magnetic fields (which
Faraday and Henry observed), combined with the creation
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of magnetic fields by varying electric fields (which Maxwell
asserted should also be true, though they were not measurable
in his day), combined to predict the existence of “waves” of
electric and magnetic fields moving through space in the
absence of any conductive wires at all. These waves were
first generated, detected, and studied by Heinrich Hertz in
1887, and a new era of wireless communication was soon
born which continues with continuing efforts to send more
and more information through space.

Principles Across the Disciplines
There are some principles involved in making things
from the natural world that cover two (or more) of these
categories. Three which are frequently evident in both
mechanical and electrical areas are worth exploring in some
depth.
First is the principle of gain or amplification- a
situation in which a low-energy mechanism or electric
current is used to control a large source of energy and convert
it into a high-energy copy of the original. In the electrical
area, a small current can cause an electromagnet to close a
switch and turn on a large source of energy. Such a device is
commonly called a relay, and it made possible the extension
of the original telegraph over thousands of miles. In this
case, the current is either on or off. If the current varies
smoothly over some range, it can be used to supply electric
charge to a small screen in a vacuum, where it turns back
some fraction of a larger beam of charge crossing the space.
Such a vacuum tube made long-distance telephony possible.
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In the mechanical realm, the rotating drum of a winch
allows a person to apply any desired force to a rope – and
the friction between the rope and the drum causes the other
part of the rope to move in exactly the same way but with
a much larger force, so that a person might pull on a rope
and the drum causes the other part of the rope to move
in exactly the same way but with a much larger force, so
that a person might pull on a rope and move a railroad car
– this is a continuously variable quantity like the vacuum
tube amplifier. In the off-on style of the relay, the presence
or absence of a hole in a thin piece of paper can determine
whether a lightweight hook is pushed over a bar, and thus
whether a weaving harness is lifted when the bar moves,
as is the case with a Jacquard loom. The more examples on
examines, the more common this idea is found to be.
Second is the principle of feedback, where a part of
the “output” of some mechanical or electrical device is “fed
back” into the device somewhere to adjust the gain or make
some other modification. The volume of AM radio receivers
varies with the strength of the received signal, and from the
fairly early days these have had circuitry which measures
the volume of the signal produced and then turns the gain
up or down to keep it roughly constant, usually called “AGC”
for “Automatic Gain Control”. Of course, the user’s volume
control comes after this part of the circuit.
The centrifugal governor, where the speed of a
spinning shaft causes some action that regulates the speed,
is a good mechanical example. In the “flyball” governor,
heavy balls that tend to move away from the spinning shaft
at high speed are used to control the amount of steam fed
to an engine, or the amount of water fed to a waterwheel –
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increasing or decreasing the steam or water flow depending
on whether the motion is too slow or too fast respectively.
Simple versions are used in windup toys and old telephone
dials, Even gasoline engines sometimes have them to operate
the throttle and maintain a constant speed. As with the
issue of gain, a little attention and one sees feedback all over,
Third is the principle of resonance- in which a
mechanical or electrical system has a natural frequency built
into it. The mechanical ones are most obvious- a pendulum or
yard swing, or a mass hanging from a spring and oscillating
up and down, or a yardstick with one end clamped to a
table so it vibrates up and down with a dull roar. These are
examples where the oscillation is slow enough to see it- but
every musical instrument is a resonant system with a natural
frequency- or many, depending on what string you pluck (or
where you pluck it) or what holes you close- and when it
vibrates the lowest frequency is often loudest but there is a
whole mixture of multiples of that frequency (“harmonics”)
which collectively determine the voice of the instrument.25
A resonant system not only produces a particular frequency
when poked, it also responds to that when driven. If you
push randomly at a swinging pendulum, you will not get it
to swing very high- but if you time your pushes to match the
natural frequency, a larger motion results. Usually street
light poles just sway a bit in random gusts of wind, but if
occasionally the wind pulses at just the right frequency, the
pole can swing wildly and crack off. The issue of resonance
is as relevant to structures as it is for mechanisms.
25 If the musical aspects of this interest you, try Arthur H. Benade, Horns, Strings, and
Harmony: The Science of Enjoyable Sounds (New York: Doubleday Science Study Series,
1960), or Harry F. Olson, Music, Physics and Engineering (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications,
1967).
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The electrical equivalent of a mass hanging from a
spring or of a pendulum is a coil of wire connected in parallel
with a Leyden jar or capacitor. If the capacitor is chargedthat is, electrons have been moved from one plate to the other
so that one is positive and the other negative- the electrons
will try to run through the wire to neutralize the plates. The
self-inductance of the coil slows this down and they end up
overshooting and piling up on the other plate, and the process
repeats. A circuit which “pokes” this system periodically
gets a large response only at the natural frequency, so the
system can be used to determine which frequency signal or
station gets through. There are other resonant electrical
components, but this is the main idea. As with the other
principles, once you start looking for resonance in the world
around you, it seems to be all over.

A Matter of Size
You might argue that I have not gone far enough in
describing all the basic principles I think you need to know
to start pursuing your technologically literate view of the
world. In particular, you might look at all the microminiature
electronic gadgets that you see everywhere today, and wonder
if I can possibly have suggested enough basic observations to
explain them. The answer to that is often a matter of size.
Understanding how an electromagnet can open or close a
switch in an electric circuit is enough to invent the relay, and
many of the very first digital computers were built almost
entirely around relays. The computers were huge and slow,
but their function could be followed with relative ease- pole
around inside of one with a voltmeter and see exactly what
was going on. Understanding what goes on inside a machine
like that is enormously simpler than following the action in a
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contemporary desktop microcomputer- but the point is that
learning what is necessary to build a computing machine is
much easier with a machine where you can follow the actioneven if you only think about it and don’t actually build
one. Remember the old detective movies where the police
would want to “trace the call” when the kidnapper phoned to
demand the ransom? People literally ran through telephone
exchanges following the call’s path from relay to relay and
switch to switch. When the call path is buried in integrated
circuit “chips”, it is no longer possible to do that- but it is
enormously educational in terms of understanding what is
necessary to perform the function to work through it in large
equipment where everything is visible.
The electrical principles described above are adequate
to invent the vacuum tube, in which those “electrons”
moving around in a metal can be “boiled off” of a hot surface
in a vacuum and their flow controlled by the attraction
or repulsion of other electrons. As a device for providing
amplification, when combined with a resonant circuit and a
little feedback, it provides an alternating voltage of whatever
frequency is desired, more steady than the pendulum, and
all of radio can be invented and understood based on these
ideas and the waves of Maxwell and Hertz (and television
too, when you have discovered the fluorescent properties of
certain minerals).
When you see a really small one, be it a computer
or telephone switch or radio or whatever, you are going
to realize that the principles that have worked for you so
long might not be enough, and you might need to learn a
little more about how nature works to understand how that
tiny TV was actually built…. The world of the very small is
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largely the world described by quantum mechanics, and it
is sufficiently alien to easy observation that it might best be
postponed to the second pass, but eventually you will want
to understand things that would otherwise remain baffling.
The workhorse of this world is the transistor – and while
its uses can be described in simple terms, they are nowhere
near as accurate a description of what is happening as we
can have of the vacuum tube from our experiments rubbing
amber with fur.
Paul J. Nahin, Professor Emeritus of Electrical
Engineering at the University of New Hampshire, makes
this point very clearly in a book on radio which develops the
subject entirely in terms of vacuum tubes and was written
in 1996: Along with reminding us that it first happened that
way, he writes:
Vacuum tubes are single-charge carrier devices
(electrons), understandable in terms of “intuitive,” classical
freshman physics.
Transistors are two-charge carrier (electrons and
holes) devices, understandable really only in terms of
quantum mechanics. Electrical engineering professors have,
yes, invented lots of smoke and mirror ways of “explaining”
holes in terms of classical physics, but these ways are all,
really, seductive frauds.26
So let us understand the technology of radio (or
whatever else) in terms of principles accurately perceived,
recognizing that we might need to learn some new principles
26 Paul J. Nahin, The Science of Radio (New York: American Institute of Physics, 1996, p. xvi
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now and then, and that well-worn principles may themselves
be modified from time to time through careful observation of
nature. And it is not only electrical principles that require
this: A chemical reaction that works well in a small vessel
might scale up only after learning more about rates of mixing
or the control of temperature. A mechanism that runs fine at
low speed might be run faster only after some exploration
of issues of lubrication or the dynamics of vibration. These
are not failures, but only part of the continuous review and
expansion of understanding that technologically literate
people are continuously trying to apply to the world around
them.
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CHAPTER 3

To Grok in Fullness
Grok means to understand so thoroughly that
the observer becomes a part of the observed—to
merge, blend, intermarry, lose identity in group
experience. It means almost everything that we
mean by religion, philosophy, and science—and it
means as little to us (because we are from Earth) as
color means to a blind man.
Robert A. Heinlein, Stranger in a Strange Land (1961)
Valentine Michael Smith, as Robert A. Heinlein’s novel
Stranger in a Strange Land tells the story, was raised by the “Old
Ones” on Mars. The only survivor of an expedition from Earth,
and rescued years later, he learned from the Old Ones many
interesting ways of doing things, some perhaps possible and some
perhaps not, but one with a close relevance to the way of looking at
things discussed here. Heinlein coins a verb, “to grok”, that Smith
uses regularly to reflect the way he understands things without
ever defining the word- the lines above are spoken by another
character. But the method, the notion of understanding something
by getting inside of it mentally, by becoming part of it, by entering
into an almost symbiotic relationship with an inanimate object, is
very much the way people who really understand machines think
about them.
I once worked at a federal laboratory where there was a
technician responsible for maintaining a variety of electronic
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equipment, and when something failed he would take the cover
off and sniff for the smoke or look for the small charred body of
a burned-out component. Occasionally this method of failure
diagnosis worked, and led to repair. But usually it did NOT,
for many reasons. Many parts fail without changing their
appearance. Many old parts look a little baked from age even if
healthy. Many times a part that fails will take other parts with
it, and a whole suite of parts will be burned out. Similar things
can be true with mechanical devices- a part might fail due to a
slight misadjustment of another section of the machine, and if the
broken part is replaced without noticing this it might fail again,
and soon.
The technologically literate person begins the process of
repair with understanding: by designing the machine in his or her
mind. What is its function? Can I imagine dividing the function
up into a number of small steps and then performing them one at a
time or in parallel? What kind of mechanism or system is required
to do each step? How would I build that? If the overall machine
is not doing its job, what part of the job is not being performed?
What kind of mechanism is probably responsible for that? Let’s
find that part and see what it is doing.
While this technique can be used to examine any product
of technology, it is probably most immediately rewarding and
instructive when applied to something which is primarily
mechanism, where the function of each part is relatively obvious.
One good and familiar at a reasonable level of complexity is the
automatic washing machine.
If you are tired of kneeling down on the riverbank to wash
your clothes, consider the design of something that will more or
less do it for you while you are running around doing something
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else. Let’s see… What do we need? Start with a box of some kind
to throw the clothes in. Want some water? O.K., how do we get
it in? Then how do we get it out? The answers to these questions
might depend on whether that water comes from the river or a
local well or a city water system- do you need to pump the water in
or just open a valve (and just how does that valve work anyway?)?
Can the water discarded just run out the bottom or do you want to
throw it up into a sink?
While the clothes are in the box, you might wish to squish
them around in the soapy water (Soap? Where did that come
from?) in some imitation of the way your hands did it along the
riverbank. Or is there perhaps some simpler way to do it? The
answer here might depend on your source of power – a windmill or
water wheel, a squirrel running in a cage, or an electric motor (and
how does that work, anyway?). And those things all go round and
round (unless the squirrel is very well trained), while if you looked
at the agitator of a top-loading washing machine you noticed that
it goes back and forth. So how do we do the conversion from one
kind of motion to the other?
When the water has been removed from the box, the clothes
are still soaked. You can hang them out to dry wet. For a few years
it was popular to “wring” the water out and wrinkle the clothes by
running them between two still rollers. Currently, spinning the
wet fabric in a perforated tub causes much of the water to fly out
and reduces the drying time. But this spin is much faster than
the agitation, so how do we do the conversion (again, unless the
squirrel is very well trained)?
A critical issue is one of control and sequencing. How does
the machine “know” that there is enough water in it? How does
it “decide” how long to “agitate” the clothes? How long to allow to
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remove the water? How long to spin? Do we do it all over again
to rinse?
Spend all the time you need to design the whole machine
in your mind, based on other things you have seen – motors and
plastic gears in toys, fan belts under the hood of a car, anything
at all that gives you some references, and perhaps a little study of
the principles sketched in the last chapter. Then, and only then,
go find a washing machine and take it apart.
Compare your approach to the machine spread out on the
floor in front of you: Golly, that was a clever way to do that! Well,
my way of doing that is as good as theirs. That was a totally
different way of thinking about that function. That way is very
limiting and my way is more expandable. On and on it goes….
If you do it in this order, you will really end up by
understanding how the machine really works. If it makes a funny
sound or water runs out on the floor, you will probably know
why. If it fails, you will be able to diagnose just why, remove
the malfunctioning or broken part, and make a rational decision
about whether you can fix it or not based on your tool collection.
You will truly “grok” the machine.
If you do it in the other order, and try to figure out what the
machine is doing from the parts spread out on the floor, without
putting any effort into thinking about it first, you will rarely be as
successful. You will almost always miss some subtle part of the
sequencing or interaction of the components, and when you think
about the machine later you will realize that, and hopefully it is
not too late.
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By this point you might well be screaming, “Aargh! I don’t
have time to do that with everything!” That’s O.K. You don’t
have to. You only need to believe you can- and you need to do it
often enough to make it a real part of your normal dealing with
the world. And, of course, everything that you design and then
analyze adds to your mental library of modules and subassemblies
and components that you have available the next time you want
to do this- so it only gets better. And now and then, you really
decide that the basic principles of some area of technology that you
are applying are not quite up to the task, or that some machine
really seems impossible from your understanding of the scientific
basis of the principles at your command, and then you have to
learn something new- and you do your best to think of that as
exhilarating, not exasperating.
With a piece of equipment that is primarily electrical, the
initial step of designing it in your mind is the same. Then, if you
don’t have a wiring diagram for it, your first step is usually to
draw one- and this can take several tries, even for something quite
simple. Just draw all the parts27 and get their interconnections
right, and don’t worry about how they are positioned on the paper.
Then, based on what information you have about what you think
the thing does, rearrange the parts in what seems like a more
logical arrangement, and draw the wiring again. Does it look
simpler? If so, you are making progress, and can start to associate
the parts and bits of circuitry with the functions that you know
need to be performed based on your model of the overall function
of the device.

27 There are standard symbols for electronic parts, and learning a few helps both in
drawing your own pictures and interpreting those of others. You could invent your own,
but it makes more sense to be able to read diagrams out of books. Almost any introductory
hobby electronics book has a glossary of these symbols.
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Here you might throw up your arms and howl. You don’t
know what any of those little parts DO! You can imagine, perhaps,
that some provide gain, or feedback, or resonance, based on those
principles that started with rubbing amber with fur…but it seems
so far inbetween! The tiny little “chicklet”-sized blob with two,
three, or four or more wires hanging out of it- what is it? Gears
are so obvious- you can just look at the teeth and know, but this?
Admittedly, you need to browse some picture books or
hobby magazines. A good thing to have on your shelf is any edition
of the ARRL Handbook for Radio Communications (earlier the
ARRL Handbook for Radio Amateurs and the Radio Amateur’s
Handbook).28 Having a recent one is nice, but also having an older
one is even better. This book is the “bible” of the “ham radio”
community, and the level of writing makes it a wonderful tutorial.
An evening spent by the fireplace, gently picking your way through
a circuit in this book until you jump up and run around the house
shouting “eureka”, is a great way to inspire your confidence and
improve your technological literacy. Yes, it takes a while, but if
you don’t start…
Hobby magazines with plans for making furniture or boats
seem more approachable at first glance- you can just look at the
pictures and sense what is going on. Yet magazines and books
filled with circuit diagrams for hobby projects can be that way
too if you give them a chance- consider the “project a month”
plan, where you challenge yourself to study and understand, and
sometimes actually build, some gadget every month, starting with
something that has just a few parts. How few is that? How about
four? A resistor, a capacitor, a tiny neon lamp, and a battery of 60
volts or so, and you can wire up something that will flash the lamp
28 Newington, CT: American Radio Relay League.
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at a rate set by the other parts! The first time I did that, I think I
set it alongside my bed and watched it all night.29
Like anything else, it quickly becomes easier, and the
effort required to add some understanding of the next part to your
repertory continually declines. These days, not all electronic hobby
references support this level of understanding- one which is filled
with diagrams showing the interconnection of integrated circuit
chips, each with a dozen or more connection pins and potentially
thousands of transistors, is not the place to start. Better to begin
with a device with just one transistor (or vacuum tube, if you wish)
and gradually understand how it can be used in a circuit that
requires some gain or amplification, and later let yourself be led
into the quantum mechanical view of nature that is necessary to
understand what “really” happens inside (though you can do a lot
without that).
The electronic world is admittedly a little different from the
world of mechanisms or structures, in that much of the detail is
hidden from view and happens on a microscopic scale. It can feel
like you need “x-ray vision” to understand how something works.
Yet in the end, it is still the extension of the most basic principles
into more complicated situations, with new principles added from
time to time, and sometimes new discoveries which require some
old principles to be modified.
Michael Faraday, as a researcher in both electricity and
chemistry, understood this very well. In 1840, and again in

29 The small neon lamp (type NE-2 with wire leads, or NE-51 that fits a bayonet socket, is
an inexpensive component with many educational and practical uses. Se William G. Miller,
Using and Understanding Miniature Neon Lamps, (Indianapolis: Howard W. Sams & Co.,
1969)
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1860 near the end of his life, he delivered a series of “Christmas
Lectures” at The Royal Institution for young people in London on
the subject of the chemical history of a candle. He began
There is not a law under which any part of this universe
is governed which does not come into play and is touched upon
in these phenomena. There is no better, there is no more open
door by which you can enter into the study of natural philosophy
than by considering the phenomena of a candle. I trust,therefore,
I shall not disappoint you in choosing this for my subject rather
than any newer topic, which could not be better, were it even so
good.30
Chemistry: An Experimental Science, a visionary highschool textbook written in response to Sputnik and the arrival
of the “space age”, starts chapter one with a large color picture
captioned “The Candle—Illuminating Chemistry”, and almost
immediately (on page 2) offers a thoughtful view of how one can
deal with the world:
Of all living things, man feels his surroundings and
responds to them in the most complex way. He
is more curious than the most inquisitive kitten.
Through his intellect he uses his senses more
effectively than an antelope avoiding a stalking
lion. He has developed communication far beyond
the warning quack of a sentry duck or the mating
call of a lonely moose. Man’s intellect, together with
his communicative ability, permits him to respond

30 Michael Faraday, A Course of Six Lectures on the Chemical History of a Candle: To Which
is Added a Lecture on Platinum (London: Griffin, Bohn & Co., 1861)
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to his environment in uniquely beneficial ways. He
accumulates information about his surroundings,
he organizes this information and seeks regularities
in it, he wonders why the regularities exist, and he
transmits his findings to the next generation. These
are the basic activities of science.31
The authors then challenge the reader to observe a candle
closely and describe their observations in detail, and they provide
in an appendix their own list of 53 observations relevant to
understanding what a candle is doing!32
When you have become a participant in “respond[ing]
to [your] environment” this way, then you will truly “grok” not
just the technology, but the whole world around you, as well as
anyone can. Participation is required whenever possible, and
mere observation from a distance is a poor second. I believe that
most young people enjoy and want this participation, if the habit
is started early. Radio designer and author Alfred P. Morgan
understood this well:
Once upon a time, and this is a true story, a boy had
a whole railroad system for a toy. The train ran
automatically, propelled by tiny electric motors, the
signals went up and down, the station was reached,
a bell rang, the train moved on again and was off on
its journey around many feet of track to come back
over the old route.

31 George C. Pimentel, et. al. CHEMISTRY: An Experimental Science (Chemical Education
Material Study), (San Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Company, 1960
32 Ibid, pp. 449-450.
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The boy viewed his gift with raptured eyes, and then
his face changed and he cried out in the bitterness
of his disappointment: “But what do I do?” The toy
was so elaborate that the boy was left entirely out of
the play. Of course he did not like it. His cry tells
a long story.33

Understanding versus Fantasy and Magic
Everyone’s life has a place for fantasy and dreams and
make-believe, and healthy people know that these things are
not real. The youngster who builds a “space ship” out of an old
refrigerator carton and draws a red button, labeling it “blast
off”, knows that pressing it will not take her to the Moon. With
a little age and experience, though, comes the thought that the
button might, with a little wire and some batteries, do somethingperhaps light a light or ring a bell- and encouragement of this
kind of experimentation is frightfully important. A wonderful
collection of elementary-school-level electrical project ideas is
Matthew Mandl’s Electronic Puzzles and Games34 They are not
really electronic, in the contemporary sense of the word. They are
all built entirely around batteries and light bulbs, with switches
that are either “door bell” buttons or things hand made from bits
of scrap metal perhaps cut from old food cans. The electricity here
could hardly be simpler- but the logic in these projects is quite
sophisticated and leaves the young builder who works through
street lights, river crossings, combination locks, and crosscountry races with a substantial understanding of what a basic
electrical circuit is – some kind of conductive closed path which
includes a source of electrical energy and something that needs it.
33 Alfred Morgan, The Boy Electrician, (Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1913, p. v.
34 Matthew Mandl, Electronic Puzzles and Games (New York: Gernsback Library, Inc., 1958)
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Projects like these, where fantasy is not enough, but a little more
understanding and something actually happens even though part
of the process is invisible to the eye, are good sources of inspiration
and can encourage a desire for more understanding – as well as
being fun.
Medieval alchemists sought futally to turn various
substances into gold, and often sought a magic “Philosopher’s
Stone” as a tool to do it. The first modern chemists a couple of
centuries later took salt apart into a soft silvery metal (sodium)
and a greenish-yellow gas (chlorine). At first glance, it is hard
to decide which of these two experiments was more plausible.
The latter, while certainly a somewhat serendipitous discovery,
was part of a systematic program of study made possibly by a
newly-invented source of continuous electricity, and the results
were soon incorporated into a rapidly-improving understanding
of the chemical nature of things. Young people might start out
just wanting to mix baking soda and vinegar and call the fizz
and foam “magic”, but that is just the first step along the path.
Indeed, both the A. C. Gilbert Company and the Porter Chemical
Company published books on “Chemical Magic”. 35 Both of them
were intended to help the slightly-older youth mystify the slightlyyounger ones, and learn something in the process. Along with
suggestions for many chemical “tricks”, the books included
suggestions for publicity, stage settings, patter, costuming,
lighting, and sound effects. Gilbert, which also published books
and sets related to more traditional magic tricks, suggested that
a few of these might be included in a show. The Porter booklet
places its “magic” in a rational historical and scientific context:
35 A. C. Gilbert, Chemical Magic: A Presentation of Original and Famous Tricks in Conjuring
Accomplished by the Use of Chemicals, (New Haven: The A. C. Gilbert Company, 1920)
and The Porter Chemical Company, Chemcraft Chemical Magic: Mystifying Magical
Demonstrations, (Hagerstown MD: The Porter Chemical Company, 1937).
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Gradually as time progressed and as people gained
more knowledge the experiments and the ideas of
the old alchemists passed into the discard.
However, some of the things which the alchemists
attempted to do in a very crude and unscientific
manner have become the basis for many modern
theories. Numerous achievements of present-day
scientists seem like miracles of magic until we
understand the scientific principles upon which
they depend. The intriguing feats of modern day
magicians appear weird and supernatural until you
learn how they are performed. Every one enjoys
being mystified, and the skillful tricks originated
by such magicians as Blackstone, Thurston and
Houdini never cease to hold audiences enthralled.36
Futurist and author Sir Arthur C. Clarke, in an aphorism
generally called “Clarke’s Third Law”, once suggested that
“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic”.37 To the technologically-literate person, who walks
through the natural and built environment with a certain serenity
of understanding, there is no magic: There are things which are
understood in the future- some next week, some perhaps not for a
thousand years or more, but progress in understanding will always
be possible. The one thing known for sure about the future group
is that it is much bigger than the group of things understood now.

36 Porter, Ibid, p. 2
37 Arthur C. Clarke, “Hazards of Prophesy: The Failure of Imagination”, in Profiles of the
Future, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1984), p.36
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But for the things we have built, on the basis of discoveries we and
our ancestors have made, those we understand, as they are part of
us. Perhaps that is all it means, even all it can ever mean, to grok
the world of technology in fullness.
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CHAPTER 4

The Case of Cyrus Smith
The repast at length terminated, at the moment
when each one was about to give himself up to sleep,
Cyrus Smith drew from his pocket little specimens
of different sorts of minerals, and just said—“My
friends, this is iron mineral, this a pyrite, this is
clay, this is lime, and this is coal.
Nature gives us these things. It is our business
to make a right use of them. To-morrow we will
Commence operations.”
“Well, captain, where are we going to begin”? asked
Pencroff next morning of the engineer.
“At the beginning,” replied Cyrus Smith.
Jules Verne, “The Mysterious Island” (1875)

Jules Verne’s novel The Mysterious Island is the
story of some Civil War prisoners who escape by balloon and
land on an island in the South Pacific. So complete is their
knowledge of the technology of their day that within a few
years recreated a substantial part of it- smelting iron, making
glass and explosives, building an electric telegraph, and
related adventures. While there are some compromises, and
Verne provides his colonists with a small island endowed with
an unlikely combination of natural resources, the story still
provides numerous opportunities to intrigue the reader with
questions like: “Would this really work?”, “Could I do this?,
and “Could a technologically-literate person be expected to
know how to do this? While Verne’s descriptions of processes
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are often vague and incomplete, and his methods are often
inefficient and ignore issues of scale, he is rarely really wrong.
The Mysterious Island is one of a long series of Verne
novels referred to collectively as Voyages Extraordinaires.38
Verne’s editor, publisher, supporter, critic, and censor,
Pierre-Jules Hetzel, published most of them first in serial
form in his bimonthly Magasin d’Education et de Recreation,
a periodical in which he wrote in the first volume.
Our ambition is to supplement the necessarily
arduous lesson of the classroom with a lesson
that is both more personal and more trenchant,
to round out public education with family
readings...to fulfill the learning needs of the
home, from cradle to old age....39
Many of the Voyages Extraordinaires have substantial
content in the realms of science and technology. The
science is generally the science of the times, with only mild
extrapolations on, for example, how important electricity
could be expected to be in the future. The technology is often
at the very edge of what might have been possible at the time
(the cannon used to launch the projectile in From the Earth
to the Moon was 900 feet long!), but presents no real “science
fiction” issues.40
38
39 Quoted in Arthur B. Evans, Jules Verne Rediscovered: Didacticism and the Scientific
Novel, Westport CT: Greenwood Press, 1988, p. 24. Evans, a major Verne scholar, provides
a fascinating and detailed study of the educational issues associated with the Verne novels.
40 Noted Verne Scholar and biographer William Butcher is firm in insisting that the Voyages
Extraordinaires should NOT be considered “science fiction” as the phrase is used today. William
Butcher, Jules Verne: The Definitive Biography (New York: Thunder’s Mouth Press, 2006).
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The Mysterious Island is somewhat distinctive, in
that the technology described and employed (excepting only
the encounter with the mystery of the island at the end) is
actually quite basic to Verne’s era and that of the characters.
While Verne’s characters are building a primitive blast
furnace to make a bit of iron, giant smelters in North and
South are turning out large volumes of ordnance for the Union
and Confederate armies.41 Verne’s characters communicate
between their dwelling place and their corral with a basic
telegraph a year or two after Abraham Lincoln sat in the
War Department telegraph office communicating with his
officers in the field.42
What, then, is the lesson being taught by The
Mysterious Island? While we cannot know for sure just what
lesson Verne (or perhaps Hetzel) had in mind, we might find
an answer which is meaningful both in Verne’s time and ours.
In my own mind, that answer is as clear today as it was that
fall semester in 1959 when my 7th-grade homeroom teacher,
Paul O. Hughes, introduced me (and many others) to The
Mysterious Island by reading it aloud, about five minutes
a day. The lesson which comes through, following Verne’s
characters through their adventures, in developing some of
the technology of their era on their island, is simple:
THIS is what it means to understand something!
41 See, for example, Charles B. Drew, Ironmaker to the Confederacy: Joseph R. Anderson
and the Tredegar Iron Works, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966). Drew devotes
himself to the Confederate effort; the Union one was far larger.
42 See David Homer Bates, Lincoln in the Telegraph Office; Recollections of the United
States Military Telegraph Corps during the Civil War (New York: Century Co., 1907). Lincoln
was assassinated three weeks after Verne’s characters land on their island, though of
course they have no way to know this.
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If you really understand it then you will be able to do it
yourself all alone on an island. It might take a very long
time, and it might be that you will need some natural
resources which are not found in every neighborhood on the
planet, but there will be no place along the way where you
do not know what to do next, or where you need to invoke
magic to make the next step. Furthermore, beginning, as
Verne does, at the beginning, is the only way to understand
any technology completely, or you will not know how to do it!
The diversity of the introductory technologies demonstrated
in The Mysterious Island is so broad that it can serve as
something of a “check list” for home experimentation for a
youngster, or for an introductory exploration at any age.
The lead character in The Mysterious Island is a
Union Army captain named Cyrus Smith.43 Often referred
to by the narrator as “the engineer”, and held in some awe
by the others, he is the primary source of guidance for their
technological innovations. It is worth exploring some of Smith’s
achievements and considering how reasonable it is that a
person in Smith’s time and place might know these things.
Smith’s performance, to be sure, is a combination of knowledge
and attitude- he knows a lot from his past experiences, and
he also pays attention to things going on around him and
believes that problems can be solved. Both characteristics are
important to technologically-literate people, making Smith an
outstanding and (yes) believable role model.

43 In the original French, the character is named Cyrus Smith. The name Harding was
inexplicably introduced by W.H.G. Kingston, the translator of the first English edition, and
generations of English-language readers grew up with Cyrus Harding. Smith is used here
for literacy accuracy, and other names are also spelled as in the original French edition.
The text used here is that of the public-domain Kingston. For details about various
translations, see the “note on previous translations” by William Butcher, p. xxxiii, in the
recent translation by Sidney Kravitz (Middletown CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2001).
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As a first example, at an early point the “colonists” (which
is what they always call themselves) are trying to decide if they
are on an island or the edge of a continent, and they plan an
expedition to the tallest mountain in sight to try to answer the
question. As Smith considers the situation,
The mountain, situated about six miles to the
northwest, appeared to him to measure 3-500 feet
above the level of the sea. Consequently the gaze of
an observer posted on its summit would extend over
a radius of at least fifty miles.44
Aside from his uncanny ability to estimate distances, the
use of the word “consequently” implies that Smith calculated
the distance to the horizon. Could one do this easily? Is this
something that an army officer of the period would be likely to be
able to do in his head?
The answer turns out to be that the distance to the horizon
is proportional to the square root of the height of the observer
above sea level and the multiplying proportionality constant has
a value that depends on the system of units. If the distance to
the horizon is wanted in miles and the height above sea level is
given in feet, then the constant turns out to be about 1.2:
Distance to horizon in miles = 1.2 x sqrt (height
above sea level in feet)
This formula (with different constants for different
units) is found Nathaniel Bowditch’s classic “American
Practical Navigator” as an important “rule of thumb” for sailors.

44 MI, Part 1, Chapter X. MI is used consistently in the notes to mean The Mysterious
Island. Since readers might have various editions, page numbers are pointless.
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So it is not much of a stretch for Verne to suggest that a character
like Cyrus Smith would know it- and even if he didn’t know it, he
would have known that such a problem had a solution, and then
proceeded to find it!
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CHAPTER 5

O.E.M. Parts and
Adam Smith’s Pins
One man draws out the wire, another straightens
it, a third cuts it, a fourth points it, a fifth grinds it
to the top for receiving the head, to make the head
requires two or three distinct operations, to put
it on, is a peculiar business, to whiten the pins is
another, it is even a trade by itself to put them into
the paper, and the important business of making a
pin is, in this manner, divided into about eighteen
distinct operations….
Adam Smith, “An Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the Wealth of Nations” (1776)

There is a well-developed practice in the electronics
trade and elsewhere known as “OEM parts”. “OEM” is
an acronym for “Original Equipment Manufacturer”, and
an OEM typically makes subassemblies of various kinds
which other manufacturers buy to install in their products
intended for the final marketplace. While nuts and bolts can
be considered OEM parts, since other manufacturers buy
them to hold their products together, the concept is more
relevant here when applied to larger systems.
Manufacturers generally purchase OEM parts,
rather than building every component themselves, to take
advantage of the economies of scale. A company building
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an electronic instrument that requires some sort of digital
display might find it cheaper to buy from a digital display
company than to tool up and make it for itself. A refrigerator
manufacturer might find it cheaper to buy compressors from
a company specializing in compressors for various purposes,
rather than building them “in house”. For our purposes
the category will be expanded to include things like metal
stock, chemicals, and other processed materials which one
could in principle “tool up” to refine or make, but many
manufacturers choose not to. The purchase of OEM parts
at some stage of a manufacturing process is not an excuse
to avoid understanding how the parts work or what the
materials are like, because in the end it will be the final
seller’s name that goes on the product and whose reputation
in the marketplace is at stake.
Technologically-literate people always go into the
marketplace with the attitude of someone in search of OEM
parts. That is, they see everything for sale out there as an
opportunity to take advantage of the economies of scale and
to not have to tool up and make everything themselves from
scratch. They do not see the marketplace as an opportunity
to avoid understanding how something works. No product in
the marketplace is seen as a complete solution to some wish
or need the buyer feels or some problem the buyer wants
to solve. Rather, each item each item is seen as a possible
component for a system to attack a need or problem, a system
that the shoppers are ultimately responsible for designing
themselves.
The consequences of this orientation on the part
of shoppers are remarkable. Most immediately, a buyer
who views a purchase in the marketplace this way has
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enormous flexibility in how it is used. Such a purchase is
always made “as is”, because the buyer is naturally going
to inspect the item exhaustively and cannot possibly blame
the manufacturer if it does not perform as advertised, as the
buyer very likely has no real intention of using it that way.
The person might have a project half-designed in the mind,
and go exploring for components that might half-fit the need,
and so adapt something in a way completely unimagined by
the manufacturer, while taking advantage of the economies
of scale in mass production and ending up with a system
that does just what they want. The point here is not to apply
this attitude only to things that manufacturers regard as
component parts, but to extend it to things but to extend
it to things that manufacturers send to the marketplace
identified as finished units to be only as they choose to
direct. Fundamentally there is nothing in the marketplace
which has only one function, and there are no finished units
except in the mind of the user. Everything can, and should,
be viewed as a raw material for something designed in the
mind of the potential purchaser. Aren’t you weary of those
messages all over the package telling you to use the item only
as directed? Can’t you decide what you want to accomplish
and then decide whether that item will help you do it? Of
course you can!
In this perspective the designer/purchaser/owner is
not limited by some other person’s vision of what he or she
might want to do. One is not left wandering from catalogue to
catalogue or store to store looking for exactly the right thing,
if one starts from the assumption that such a thing never
exists, that in the end the buyer must always make some
adaptation. That is actually a liberating assumption, because
one can often stop hunting sooner, decide to manufacture
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some small parts oneself, have something that fits the desire
better, and perhaps takes less time. If the finished system
ends up looking more or less like what the manufacturer
might have intended, that is purely coincidental. Tomorrow
those parts might be used in something totally different.
Perhaps the most important consequence is that the
person ends up with a system whose properties, capabilities,
and limitations, he or she understands in much greater
depth than would otherwise be likely to occur. Instead of
a mysterious “black box” that might (or might not) do what
its manufacturer intended when you push the buttons, you
really do have something which is an extension of your hands
and your mind and for whose operation and performance you
can and do assume full responsibility.
Make no mistake about it- technological literacy is
not for people who want to blame somebody else anytime
something goes wrong. A corollary to understanding how
something works is understanding how it might fail, and
what the consequences of various forms of failure might
be. The user of anything should know that anyway; it’s
just a little more obvious here. The solution, again, is in
the principles: in knowing the principles involved in the
system one is working with in enough depth to be able to
understand the failure modes and their consequences. For
example, the consequences of filling a large boiler with too
much cold water so that the pressure is too high and the
boiler cracks are usually minimal: the metal relaxes and
the water runs out onto the floor. If that excess pressure
is caused by boiling the water, a crack can be disastrous,
as suddenly there is a large volume of water well above its
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boiling temperature at atmospheric pressure. It will boil to
steam essentially instantaneously, parboiling everyone in
the area. So if you stand near a steam boiler, look for the
relief valves that let the steam out if the pressure becomes
too high, and ask the operators when they last pumped the
tank up to a higher pressure when cold to test these valves
– a process known as “hydrostatic testing”. An enormous
amount of effort was expended in the early 1800s developing
standards for steamboilers for locomotives and ships and
other uses45 - but really, a literate person always checks.
Technologically literate people are very slow to blame other
people for flaws in the absence of malice: they make their
own decisions about what it is safe for them to do, recognizing
that everything that is made is the result of many decisions
and compromises.
The issue of treating everything as an O.E.M. part
and assuming responsibility for it is not limited to large hot
items like a steam boiler. Consider a small cold paper clip.
If you take a box of paper clips and bend each one back and
forth, counting the flexes until it breaks, a large fraction of
them will probably break within a fairly narrow range. A
few will probably last somewhat longer, and others might
break after very few flexes. Does this mean these in the last
group are failures?
It depends entirely on what you plan to use it for. If
you just plan to use it to hold a few sheets of paper together,
it probably makes no difference. But if you think of what you
45 For a good review. See Burke, John G., “Bursting Boilers and the Federal Power”. In
Technology and American History, edited by Stephen H. Cutcliffe & Terry S. Reynolds.
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1997.
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have as a box of pieces of steel wire, each about 4 inches long
and of flattened cross-section, about 0.029 x 0.034 inches46,
lightly plated to resist rusting, and bent into an odd loopy
shape, then you might be about to use one for something elsewhy not? And perhaps some other properties might matter
more than how many times it will flex.
I have a little paper can of “aircraft safety/lock wire”.
It is stainless steel (not attracted by a magnet), about 0.032
inches in diameter, but it can be found in other metals and
sizes. It is normally run through holes drilled near the ends
of bolts to keep the nuts from shaking off on any vibrating
machinery – not just aircraft. I asked a group of students
one day to compare this wire with the paperclip- and they
convinced themselves that it had to be vastly superior- who
would want their airplane to come apart? Maybe it is, for
some things, but then I hung a brick off of a piece of it and
heated it with a blowtorch, and at a “red heat” the wire
pulled apart and the brick hit the table. If the property of
high tensile strength at high temperature is an issue, these
metals might actually be very similar, and you would want
to test them before using them someplace where it could
matter. The responsibility for the decision is yours.
If you want some kind of insurance – want to buy
some kind of contract where someone will reimburse you
if the nuts fall off and your airplane falls apart, then your
potential insurers have a stake in your success and might
agree to sell you the policy only after they have tested the
wire themselves. But you should really not expect or even
want the steel mill or wire-drawing operation to do it on
46 Obviously this does not describe all paperclips, just the one I grabbed and measured.
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all their wire, because it would really run up the price of
paperclips, and they might even refuse to sell it to you if
they knew you might suspend bricks from it in a very hot
place. The manufacturers are not responsible for what you
do with their product, so don’t expect them to be. Their job
is to describe the product honestly or (in the “as-is” market)
not at all, and your responsibility is to decide if it is the right
thing.
There is an enormous benefit to us all in having in
the marketplace an amazingly large variety of commodities
available at much lower prices than they would end up
costing if we made them all ourselves. How many paper clips
would you have if you started with a lump of iron ore? The
primary source of this marketplace was well understood by
Adam Smith in 1776. Shortly after discussing the division of
labor in the manufacture of pins (the epigraph heading this
chapter) he writes:
This great increase in the quantity of work,
which, in consequence of the division of
labor, the same number of people are capable
of performing, is owing to three different
circumstances; first, to the increase in dexterity
in every particular workman; secondly, to the
saving of the time which is commonly lost in
passing from one species of work to another;
and, lastly, to the invention of a great number
of machines which facilitate and abridge labour,
and enable one man to do the work of many.47
47 Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, (London,
1776), Book 1, Chapter 1.
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Smith then goes on to describe these three
“circumstances” at some length, giving much credit for
the improvement of manufacturing machinery to workers,
machine builders, and “philosophers, or men of speculation,
whose trade it is not to do any thing, but to observe every
thing”.
The open marketplace of raw materials and
components manufactured as “O.E.M. Parts” both benefits
from the involvement of technologically literate people
and aids them in their continuing involvement with
understanding the technology of their surroundings. The
people often help the enterprise, as Smith suggests, by
understanding the manufacturing process well enough
to see places for improvement. The enterprise helps the
student by making possible experimentation and innovation
in search of understanding practical in the amount of time
anyone has, without having to do every single thing “from
scratch”. Many of these benefits are lost if either sellers or
buyers see anything as having just one designated purpose,
however assigned, or if sellers feel so artificially responsible
for the welfare of the buyer that they decline the sale.
Let us consider a few examples of very different kinds.
It is hoped that by considering first a few areas where this
idea is most plausible, the idea will become imbedded in the
mind of the reader and may be seen to make sense in areas
where at first glance some might hesitate.

Metals
There are very few metals found in nature in elemental
form, rather than combined in compounds with other
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elements. Even fewer of those metals are found in quantities
large enough to have been known in ancient times and have
had any technological uses- tiny bits of gold, a little more
silver, and a good deal of copper. Indeed, North America had
one of the planet’s largest sources of native metallic copper,
around the Great Lakes – the area of Copper Harbor near the
end of the Keweenaw Peninsula from upper Michigan into
Lake Superior is named for this early industry. For most
metals, they must first be chemically reduced- they must get
back those electrons that were lost at the time they were
oxidized and combined to form oxides, sulfides, carbonates,
or other compounds. For many metals, it is possible to do this
with charcoal or coke,48 but for others the process is done by
passing electric current through the molten ore- aluminum is
the major metal in this category, but as mentioned in chapter
2, other metals including sodium and potassium were first
discovered in this way. In any case, the extraction of metals
from ores and forming them into useful shapes for sale or
trade has gone on for thousands of years, and at a rapidly
expanding rate. There are in many localities museums or
archaeological sites associated with early metalwork.49
Today, one can browse the warehouses of a distributor
of one or more kinds of metal and find numerous shapes
on the rack for sale – sheets, rods, angles, and tubes and
48 Coke is to coal as charcoal is to wood – that is, heating coal to boil away all the volatile
compounds leaves coke behind. There is also a variety of coke that is a residue of petroleum
refining.
49 It has long amused me that, at least for the few sites I have visited, a substantial fraction
of the ancient metal objects found and displayed are purely decorative. That is, even when
metal was quite scarce and expensive and a lot of work to “make”, people would use it
to adorn their homes and their persons, rather than confining its use to the axe or nails
or agricultural implements. Along with this, a substantial amount seemed to end up in
armaments.
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beams of various cross-sections, many available in a variety
of alloys with different properties and a variety of surface
finishes from rusty or rough to microscopically smooth.
The variety and quality would stun a medieval blacksmith,
but it is in almost all cases far more economical than every
manufacturer of metal structures having their own mines,
smelters, and rolling mills.
Much metal is bought and used on the basis of physical
properties fairly obvious to the hand or the eye – how stiff or
springy or malleable or shiny it is. For many applications
this is adequate – although occasional users relying on their
previous experience probably tend to be conservative and,
for example, buy a beam somewhat heaver and stiffer than
they really need, even though it costs more.
For large-scale civil engineering projects like bridges
and skyscraper skeletons, neither the strength nor the cost
can be dealt with so casually, and enormous effort goes into
designing the inevitable compromises - for any given design,
an increase in strength normally requires an increase in
weight, which requires an increase in strength just to support
the structure which requires… The strength properties of
the materials (not only metals, but also concrete, stone,
wood, and other materials) available for the project are a
critical part of the design effort. In the preliminary phase
of a project, or a very small project, estimates based on
published values of the “average” or “minimum” strength of
some material might be adequate.
But in the end, if and when and where it really
matters, the buyer can never afford to take the seller’s word
for it, and must pay the costs of testing all the material.
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To force manufacturers to assume responsibility for what
buyers do with their material, at any time in the future,
is to eliminate a large part of the benefit of the division of
labor and economies of scale. If I buy a piece of steel for a
fencepost, and later decide to build it into a spacecraft, that
is my call and my responsibility. The literate buyer wants
it that way, and assumes the responsibility for the decision.

Machine Parts and Machinery
Gears can be made from paper50 and still work – or
wood, if you want them to last longer and transmit substantial
amounts of power, and this was done for centuries. Today
most large gears are made of metal—and it is worth a browse
through the catalogue of a major manufacturer51 to see how
much Meccano got right – and how much more there is to
good gear design than you would be likely to imagine if you
never go beyond those simple “toy” gears. In particular,
if you want the gear you are driving to rotate at constant
speed, and not in little jerks, then the shape of the teeth
becomes critical, and gear design rapidly becomes a very
mathematical subject, and the equipment to cut the teeth
on very accurate gears becomes very complicated. So it is
not a wonder that many people who build machinery where
gearing is important but not the only thing buy their gears
from people who have set themselves up to do just that.
Even still, the manufacturer is just selling you the
gears and describing the metal (or other material) used and
50 Try James Rudolph, Make Your Own Clock Out of Paper, (New York: Harper Paperbacks,
1983). You cut the book into about 160 parts and with a lot of patience and some glue,
clamps, and razor knives, you can make a working pendulum clock.
51 Check out the American Gear Manufacturers Association, around since 1916.
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the mathematics of their design – it is your responsibility
to decide how you use them. If they fail and your gear box
grinds (literally) to a halt, you cannot forget that your gears
were part of a system that also includes the shafts, the
alignment, the bearings, the lubrication and the nature of
the load – and getting all that right is your responsibility,
even if you don’t overload the gears to the point where you
should expect to have the teeth tear off. Gears which are not
asked to carry a heavy load or to run at very high speed can
be mistreated and often still last a long time – but that is not
true when they are pushed to the edge.
Somewhat similarly, if you buy (or build) yourself a
lathe someday (and I hope you do!), you cannot expect it to
come with a manual that tells you everything you can do
with it, and just how to do it. A lathe is, most basically,
a machine which spins a sheet of material while you move
cutting tools against it in two dimensions to cut the material
into the shape you want. While not all shapes are possible,
the basic idea has been around a very long time – a carving
of a recognizable lathe was found on the wall of an Egyptian
tomb of the 3rd century B.C.E.52
A modern lathe is accompanied by so large a suite of
accessories that it is quite literally a box of parts from which
you actually assemble the machine you need to do the job at
hand, which is quite likely something not quite anticipated
by the manufacturer. If you understand what it means to
52 This picture (and other early drawings) is most easily found in Robert S. Woodbury, “The
Origins of the Lathe”, Scientific American, vol. 208, no. 4, April 1963, p. 132-142. For more
detailed histories of other fundamentals of the machine shop, see Woodbury’s Studies in
the History of Machine Tools, (Cambridge: The M.I.T. Press, 1972), a collection of his several
works about gear-cutting, grinding, and milling machines, as well as the lathe.
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cut metal, then you will be able to assemble those O.E.M.
lathe components into the machine you need. Or, perhaps,
you will first use your lathe in a simpler form to make a
part that you need to adapt it to do what you really want
to do- sometimes this takes several steps, an activity quite
common in machine shops.
Of course, the best way to understand completely
what your lathe really is, and what it can do with you at the
controls, is to build it yourself. If you don’t do this, at least
read through a good set of plans over a few evenings in an
easy chair, and imagine doing it.53
Even this will teach you a lot, and so when you go into
buying a lathe you will know what you are looking at, and
you will have a much better chance of buying something that
will do what you actually want to do. It is not the vendor’s
fault if you do not do your homework, and more than it would
be if you buy too small a steel beam and fall through the
floor. You take advantage of the economies of scale to buy a
box of lathe parts to your specifications for much less effort
than making them all “from scratch”, but the responsibility
to know what you are doing is still yours. The manufacturer
cannot possibly insure you against every stupid act, and if
they tried you could not afford the machine.

53 As a sample, try J.V. Romig, “Building a Six-Inch Turret Lathe”, Popular Mechanics Shop
Notes, Vol. XIX, 1923, pp. 3841-3845. The South Bend Lathe Works published many editions
of How to Run a Lathe, along with numerous other useful pamphlets. Dave Gingery wrote
a series of books on building a whole machine shop from scrap, starting with a charcoal
foundry to make your own castings, and then make a lathe, shaper, milling machine, drill
press…(Bradley, IL: Lindsay Publications Inc.)
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Chemicals
Chemicals, as we discussed in Chapter 2, are
everywhere. Some common and useful substances are easily
found in the natural world in fairly pure form – like sulfur,
with only one kind of atom; or salt, an alternating lattice
of sodium and chlorine atoms. Both of these examples are
natural crystalline minerals, formed through thermal and
hydrologic processes that separate these substances from
others and deposit them in large masses where they need
only be mined.
The preparation of many other useful chemical
substances is nowhere near as simple – often the substance
sought, if it existed, has combined with some other substance,
and it can be necessary to do something like running that
reaction backwards to get the thing you want. In this way
the process of smelting a metallic ore can be a reversal of
the process of rusting. For other materials a torturous route
involving many steps can be necessary- potentially involving
heating, cooling, electric currents, crystallization, and the
addition of other substances made previously. It is little
wonder when such a process has been developed to work on
a large scale that it will be carefully protected with patents.
The journal Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, published
since 1909, is a fascinating collection of descriptions of
processes for making all kinds of chemical products, generally
on a large scale. Basic and early processes are described in
numerous books.54
54 The earliest book that seems to be comprehensive enough to be of note is Handbuch
der chemischen Technologie, by Rudolf v. Wagner, (Leipzig: Otto Wigand), which appeared
in about a dozen German editions, the earliest in 1850. The 8th edition of 1872 appeared
in an English translation by William Crookes as A Handbook of Chemical Technology, by
Rudolph Wagner, (New York: D. Appleton and Company).
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Even the “chemistry sets” popular with young
people, while promoting a simple experiment to make a
small amount of some substance while understanding
the reactions involved, often testify to the fact that on a
large scale these things were often made by very different
processes. The larger “Chemcraft” sets made by the Porter
Chemical Company included a set of wall hangings somewhat
pompously titled “The Famous Chemcraft Charts”. While
most of these sheets covered the kinds of basic material one
might expect – lists of the elements, weights and measures,
temperature scales, acids and bases – there were four which
illustrated important industrial-scale processes: the “contact
process” for making sulfuric acid, molding with a phenolformaldehyde plastic, the Solvay process for making sodium
carbonate and sodium hydroxide, and a synthetic rubber
called “Buna-S”. All of these processes were well beyond
what anyone was expected or intended to do with the small
amounts of chemicals included in the set, but they gave the
young chemist a bit of a view of what could lie ahead.
With all of this industry in support of chemical
substances as “OEM parts”, it should not be surprising that
most people, whether individual experimenters, researchers,
or manufacturers, buy basic chemical products from largescale producers rather than making everything themselves.
If there is a specific interest in some special property, such
as a lower-than-normal concentration of some unwanted
impurity, a manufacturer might supply such a thing to order
or the buyers might have to take the last step themselves.
The economies of scale almost always make it more
economical and practical to do it this way. At the same time,
the physical, chemical, and toxicological properties of almost
every common substance are catalogued in such detail that
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the buyers can generally know as much about the substance
as they would have if they had made it themselves. The
maker is responsible only for an accurate description of what
the product is, and it is up to the buyer to decide what it
does, and if it is the right substance to do what is wanted.
Furthermore, the maker needs to provide NO advice as to
what the substance is for, as that is ultimately the buyer’s
responsibility. If a 5% solution of sodium hypochlorite in
water is also labeled “household bleach” and a 10% solution
is also labeled “swimming pool chlorinator”, the literate
buyer can always dilute the latter 1:1 with water to make
the former.

Electronic Components
There was not much of a global OEM industry for
making electrical parts and equipment until about the time
of the telegraph exhibition by Samuel Morse in 1844. Prior
to that time, electrical devices like static electric generators,
batteries, and electromagnets were more likely to result
from collaboration between experimenters and artisans, and
rarely would a very large number of any design be made.
Thus the buyer was sufficiently involved in the design
of the product that it was perfectly natural for that person
to understand not only as well as the maker did, but very
likely better. The artisans got involved because they were
often finer blacksmiths, machinists, or glassblowers than
the experimentalists were.
In the few years between this time and the American
Civil War, the scene changed very radically, and the rapid
construction of vast networks of telegraph lines across
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North America and other parts of the world, including the
first experiments in undersea cables, produced an enormous
demand for each of a fairly small number of designs. First
came telegraph keys, sounders, and relays; and later loading
coils and other devices invented to deal with the extremely
long lines as the theoretical understanding advanced. From
this demand the telegraph equipment industry was born55,
and a young “hobbiest”, who might want to set up a simple
telegraph to the house of a “chum” next door, could choose to
build or buy it.
Even in those early days, the home experimenter was
not always encouraged to build such an instrument in order
to achieve maximum understanding. One book for hobbiests
published in 1890 suggested that the most satisfactory
way the author knows for an amateur to make a telegraph
instrument is to saw wood, or apply himself to any other
remunerative form of labor until he has made enough money
and then buy himself one.56
The author then proceeds to provide a very respectable
set of instructions for the making of a telegraph sounder
and key. These are actually substantially easier to make
satisfactorily than a dynamo or generator, for which he also
55 This history is summarized briefly in Stephen B. Adams and Orville R. Butler,
Manufacturing the Future: A History of Western Electric, (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1999.), pp. 14-29. A better treatment of what this early mass-produced equipment
was actually like can be found in George B. Prescott, History, Theory, and Practice of the
Electric Telegraph, (Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1866), and a good treatise on the equipment
situation in the early twentieth century (when the telephone was beginning to find its
place) is William Maver, Jr., American Telegraphy and Encyclopedia of the Telegraph, (New
York: Maver Publishing Company, 1912).
56 Edward Trevert, Experimental Electricity, ( Lynn, MA: Bubier Publishing Company, 1890),
p. 89.
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provides plans – accompanied by dire warnings of how poorly
it will work if the builder does not have access to a lathe and
a milling machine.
This, however, is not the point. Even such a device that
just barely works can still be extraordinarily educational,
and can make the builder much better qualified to dip into
the OEM marketplace and know what he or she is getting,
understanding what they actually want and not trying
to blame the maker when they buy something different.
Numerous books published through the late 19th and most
of the 20th century lead their readers, often quite young,
through building modest but working versions of a wide
variety of electrical machines, encouraging generations of
people to understand how they worked.57
While electrical equipment was originally limited to
static electricity, batteries, and things involving magnetism
and currents simply58 switched on and off, this situation
did not last long into the twentieth century. The first
demonstration of electromagnetic waves, propagating
without wires at all, in 189059, had a great effect on people’s
understanding of what is possible. The invention of the
57 Probably the longest to be in print is by Alfred P. Morgan, The Boy Electrician, (Boston:
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1913), still in print through several editions by the original publisher
into the 1960s and for a while kept in print by Lindsay Publications. The title is unfortunate,
as the experiments and projects described are obviously of equal value to boys and girls.
This remains one of the best introductory books to give a youngster, accompanied by an
expression of dismay at the title, and is an inspiration to build enough of a tool collection
to make building the things described a possibility.
58 Actually, as researchers through the 19th century gradually understood, what happens
when one tries to start or stop a current quickly, particularly when the wires are long, is
not at all simple. Credit for the earliest observations of these effects goes to Joseph Henry.
The details were worked out by Oliver Heaviside, and are included in appendices in his
biography: Paul J. Nahin, Oliver Heaviside: Sage in Solitude (IEEE, 1998).
59 See Heinrich Hertz, Electric Waves (MacMillan and Co., 1893).
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vacuum “tube” that could amplify the size of a continuouslyvarying voltage or current made long-distance telephony
possible and inspired numerous other inventions. As in the
earlier generation, there were still opportunities for people
to understand how everything worked. Indeed, a whole
hobby culture built around understanding radio and all of its
manifestations appeared – people who said to themselves: I
can understand this! I can have fun with it! I can make it do
new things! People who wanted to do this, and a large subset
is represented by the amateur radio or “HAM” community60,
were supported by a substantial literature about how to
do things from scratch and a growing marketplace of OEM
parts that made it possible to get involved without building
everything from scratch- but still understanding it as though
you had. Few (but not zero) hobbiests would build a vacuum
tube, but they all could have and they knew it, and anybody
could build a crystal detector “from scratch” to receive those
new radio broadcasts.
The invention of the transistor at Bell Laboratories
in the late 1940s and its gradual replacement of the vacuum
tube as an amplification and switching device in most
electrical equipment had both positive and negative effects
on electrical hobbiests and the level of technological literacy..
The transistor did lack the “warm glow61” and sense of
being alive that came with a vacuum tube: it was harder to
look at a transistor and imagine that it was actually doing
anything. At the same time, experimenting with transistors
required far less overhead: just a few batteries instead of
60 A fine discussion of this community is Kristen Haring, Ham Radio’s Technical Culture,
(Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2007).
61 Haring, p.150.
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power supplies to heat the filaments and supply the high
voltages required by tubes. The cost of “fooling around” to
learn something useful about transistors fell rapidly- the
first transistor actively advertised for sale to hobbiests, the
Raytheon CK722, sold for about $3.50 in 195462, and the
manufacturer published a book full of ideas for experimenting
with it, mostly reprinted from magazines of the day63. A
comparable transistor could be had around fifty years later
for about a dime. Popular Electronics magazine, founded in
October, 1954, and Electronics Illustrated, founded in May,
1958, both provided a stream of tutorial and construction
articles applying electronics in a wide variety of household
and hobby areas- Popular Electronics even had an annual
titled Electronic Experimenter’s Handbook. The transistor,
described in catalogues by its electrical properties, where
it was left to the buyer to decide if it was the right part for
the project at hand, and with the price run way down by
enormous economies of scale, was very much an OEM part
and wide open for exploration and understanding.
The integrated circuit is really something altogether
different. As transistors were generally made on tiny chips of
silicon, it soon became possible to use the same photographic
and chemical techniques that were used to make transistors
to interconnect them in circuits of increasing complexityindeed, the transistor was about the simplest device to make
this way, not much more complex than a resistor and vastly
simpler than a large capacitor or inductor (which really could
62 Raytheon Advertisement in Popular Electronics, Vol. 1, No. 2, November 1954, (New
York: Ziff-Davis Publishing Co.), p. 6.
63 Raytheon Manufacturing Company, RAYTHEON TRANSISTOR APPLICATIONS: More
than 50 Practical Circuits using RAYTHEON CK722 TRANSISTORS (Newton, MA: Raytheon
Manufacturing Company, no date but early 1950s).
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not be made this way at all). If a circuit could be redesigned
to eliminate an inductor by adding a dozen more transistors,
that was often the most cost-effective way to do it. So many
standard circuits which had been built in very standard
ways for decades were redesigned to accommodate the new
technology. An entire radio receiver might require a single
such integrated circuit, sealed in a small plastic package
bristling with interconnecting pins around the edges and
connected to a battery, antenna, tuning and volume controls,
and a loudspeaker- and work better than something the
same size built from just a few separate transistors. The
understanding of how such circuits worked, developed
through long experience with discrete circuits where each
function had its own type of component, took a giant step
backwards, and manufacturers, while often proud of their
new and clever circuit ideas, were probably not always eager
to share them.
This complexity of thousands or millions of transistors
sealed into a tiny package accessed through only a few dozen
or hundred wires often has another new dimension that was
only rarely present in vacuum tubes or single transistor-like
devices: memory. The state of the circuit is not characterized
solely by what is connected to the wires now, but also by what
was connected to them in the past64. This new dimension
means that it is really not possible to characterize the device
for the prospective buyer with a few tables or graphs; it often
takes elaborate descriptions of the results of whole sequences
of operations, and the manufacturer has almost never tested
every single possibility.
64 A relay – a switch operated by an electromagnet- can be a memory, as can certain
“vacuum” tubes containing rarified gasses, called a thyratron. The transistor-like equivalent
is called a thyristor. The function of a relay is fairly “obvious”; the others are more subtle.
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Can such a device be considered an OEM part whose
ultimate purpose is determined by the user? Yes, and the
economies of scale are bigger than ever. There are, however,
obvious cautions and warnings, and the user really must test
the device exhaustively, and drive it into every imaginable
state where the proposed application might send it, just to
see what happens and confirm that it does not do something
freaky, because fundamentally the manufacturer cannot
know everything. This can, and should, leave the users of
such devices feeling a bit nervous.
Such devices present real educational problems to
people who “just” want to use them for their functions, or
who want to understand them in enough detail to imagine
that they could make one. It is practical to understand and
experiment with every step of the fabrication, but almost
never to do the whole thing alone in a home or classroom shopthe investment required is simply far too large. Very likely
the most educational route is something like this: Grow a
crystal of anything, then buy a slice of a crystal of silicon from
someone set up to grow it at the necessary high temperature.
Build the tabletop furnace you need to do the “diffusions”
and the simple “lab” you need to do the chemistry to make
a transistor, and when it works buy a bag of cheap OEM
transistors. Wire the transistors into simple logic circuits
and memories, and when they work go buy a bag of cheap
OEM logic circuits and memories. Wire these into a simple
microprocessor (or whatever) and when it works65 go buy a
bag of cheap…. Get the picture? A good curriculum will take
people through all these stages, at which point they really
65 Actually, it might not work very fast, because the wires are so long it takes the signals a
while to get from one place to another!
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understand what they are doing! Technologically-literate
people do this all the time, if only in their heads, with any
really complex system they want to understand. Then, from
the tiny single transistor or resistor to the largest computer
or radio transmitter, the whole system is a giant OEM part,
and the buyer makes the decision about whether it is right
for the job at hand.

Toys
For thousands of years, parents and other adults have
designed “play systems” for children and other youngsters.
Perhaps the enterprise began the first time someone handed
a smooth and shiny rock to a crying toddler, hoping to quiet
the howl! Whatever the origin, play systems have been
around a long time, and have found multiple purposes:
pacification, recreation, education, therapy…. The list could
be made much longer.
One can find in the marketplace a large number
of mass-produced products which are intended by their
manufacturers to be components of play systems. Indeed, it
is often the hope of these manufacturers that the buyers will,
without any further investigation, regard such a packaged
item as a complete play system, though this assertion is
rarely justified. Such a package, when handed to a child,
may or may not have any particular desirable effect- children
are at different stages of their development at all times,
always changing, and only an observant and interactive
adult can watch what happens in such an interaction and
assess the outcome. These products, however beneficent
their manufacturers might be, are ultimately only OEM
parts which might or might not be useful in the design of
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an appropriate (and especially educational) play system at a
particular time in the life of a particular child. These OEM
components are generally called toys.
Very educational play systems are often made from
items not necessarily found in toy stores. Origami requires
only sheets of paper. Making wire-frame animals needs
little beyond old coat hangers. Indeed, almost anything from
a metal warehouse, hardware or machinery store, grocery or
chemical supply shop, electronic parts vendor, or automobile
junk yard can be an extraordinarily educational component
of such a system. Very often the most educational projects
are those which demand the most imaginative adaptation
of rather simple raw materials. A description in a book of
how to do something almost inevitably collides with raw
materials which are not exactly the things specified, and the
resulting experience in engineering design and compromise
is almost always more educational than taking something
out of a box and shoving it across the floor. The “toy”,
supposedly a complete “play system”, out of a box, rarely
holds anyone’s attention for long, or is remembered for long,
when compared with the almost-unlimited opportunity for
variation and experiment that comes with a box of nuts and
bolts, or paper and paint and glue. I continue to watch with
much appreciation groups of young people, equally boys and
girls, rearranging piles of wooden blocks into tall towers of
increasing daring, and it seems like this kind of self-driven
play leads to self-educating adults much better than taking a
“toy” out of a box and pushing the button for a few minutes.
Alfred Morgan understood this very well. In the first
edition of The Boy Electrician, he began his introduction like
this:
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Once upon a time, and this is a true tale, a
boy had a whole railroad system for a toy. The
trains ran automatically, propelled by tiny
electric motors, the signals went up and down,
the station was reached, a bell rang, the train
moved on again and was off on its journey
around many feet of track to come back over
the old route.
The boy viewed his gift with raptured eyes, and
then his face changed and he cried out in the
bitterness of his disappointment: “But what do
I do?” The toy was so elaborate that the boy was
left entirely out of the play. Of course he did not
like it. His cry tells a long story.66
There are many “toys” like this in the marketplace
these days, often of interest only for a few minutes, because
the child has no role, and the thing in the box is inadequate
as a “play system”. As Morgan continues, the five-year-old
will lay half a dozen wooden blocks together with a spool on
one end and tell you it is a steam train. And it is. He has
both made and created an engine, which he sees but which
you don’t, for the blocks and spool are only a symbol of his
creation.67
It seems to me that, while “gadgets” and other bits of
technological hardware have a real and really wonderful place
in educational and imaginative play, their potential can be
realized only when they are seen merely as raw materials to
be incorporated into play designed by the youngsters. A very
66 Morgan, 1913, p. v.
67 Morgan, 1913, p. v.
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large fraction of the time, it is only tools which are wanted,
and scrounging the raw materials is part of the game.
When I was about 10, my father built a “loft” in our
garage out of scrap lumber. Half of this loft became a storage
area, and the other half my sister and I and our friends
gradually converted into a space ship, accessed by a ladder
up the garage wall, and no doubt inspired by watching a
good many episodes of Rocky Jones, Space Ranger. There
were two control panels, for the “pilot” and for the “engine
room”, with holes for gauges and meters, carved out of sheets
of plywood, with indicating needles bent out of coat hangers
and operated by knobs elsewhere on the panel. Each panel
also had a battery-operated red “emergency” light controlled
by a switch on the other panel, so if the pilot did not seem
to have enough to do, the engine room chief could give him
or her an emergency to deal with, and vice-versa. This selfguided play project went on for years, with many pleasant
days spent blasting through space, and gradually adding
a “robotic arm” that could reach down and pick something
up off the garage floor and haul it into the space ship for
observation, and small blocks of wood that could be dropped
remotely onto the floor at various points to repel invaders.
There were no pre-built “toy” parts in this, other than a few
light sockets recycled from some electrical hobby kit. It was
all tools and scraps and experimenting, and it was made
easier by projects that came before it, while contributing
skills and ideas to things that came later.
And there were many of these – here are a few from
my elementary through early high school years, roughly
in chronological order: An entire village, built with only
construction paper, glue, scissors, pencils, and sponges (for
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shrubbery), that occupied about a square yard of table top.68 A
model grist mill from corrugated cardboard, a small plywood
foot stove, and a carefully-lettered hornbook representative
of early colonial life.69 A cantilever road bridge made entirely
from paper fasteners and milk cartons.70 A Wimshurst
electrostatic generator that combined ideas from two sources
to maximize the use of “junk” parts.71 A strip-chart recorder
where a loudspeaker wiggled a pen while a small motor
dragged a strip of paper beneath it.72
There was rarely a bored minute and never a time
where there were not several projects underway. Not all of
those projects ever got finished, but something was always
learned in the planning, and a half-finished idea might end up
as part of something else. My parents were extraordinarily
willing to drive me to a hardware store for a few nuts and
bolts or a saw blade, and almost certainly did a lot less
driving than many sports-prone parents do today. And I got
so much more out of it! I can hardly imagine anything else
that would have been more educational! Or fun! And so,
so many of these projects and inventions are still around –
they felt worth keeping, while most of the plastic models and
other “box” toys, except for the tools, are long gone.
68 Built, with a few additions, from the plans for “HOBBYVILLE” in Margaret O. Hyde and
Frances W. Keene, Hobby Fun Book for Grade School Boys and Girls, (Pelham, NY: The
Seahorse Press, 1952; Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2010), pp. 63-70)
69 Roughly based on C. J. Maginley, Historic Models of Early America, (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1947), p. 117-122, 128-130, 126-127.
70 From Herman and Nina Schneider, Science Fun with Milk Cartons, (New York: McGrawHill, 1953), pp. 71-79. Kept in print by Dover Publications.
71 Morgan (above) was one of the sources. A recent description is Jake von Slatt, “The
Wimshurst Influence Machine”, MAKE, vol. 17, March 2009, pp. 94-107, As von Slatt says,
“When assembling a proper laboratory, the gentleman or lady experimenter should be
sure to include a Wimshurst electrostatic generating machine.” I thought so too!
72 I thought every science student needed a chart recorder, and this one got a lot of school use.
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So from these personal experiences, and years of chats
with young people at various points in their real education,
comes this perspective that things in the marketplace
offered as “toys” are, at best, OEM parts that might offer
some potential for being included in a “play system” being
designed by a youngster for personal use with their friends.
They are rarely more than that, and they are often much
less.
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CHAPTER 6

Growing Up in a
Hardware Store
Human beings are blessed with ten strong,
amazingly dexterous fingers and a world filled with
raw materials from which can be fashioned almost
anything that may be desired. But fingers alone
cannot cut wood and metal and stone. Not much
progress can be made in driving a nail with the
fist. It is obvious that hands, even though they are
guided by an ingenious brain, must have tools to
accomplish much.
Alfred Morgan, “Tools and How to Use them for
Woodworking and Metal Working” (1948)

I can recall many evenings when I was in late
elementary or junior high school, when there was not too
much homework, when my dad would say to me, “Come
on, let’s go look at the tools.” And we would jump into the
car, drive to the nearby Sears, Roebuck store, and wander
through the tool department for an hour or so. Of course,
most of the tools we had seen many times before, though now
and then there was a new one. There were always tools we
had not noticed before, and often a new view of an old tool –
a way to use it to do something new, or to meet a need that
had only come up in the last week. From the small shiny
hand tools to the large bench-mounted power tools, it was an
extraordinary tradition that I wish onto every young person.
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This frequent tour of the tools had, of course, the effect
of producing a familiarity with what is available out there
that was invaluable when it came to working on anything.
It was often possible to look at an intriguing mechanical
problem and say, for example, “Golly, tool X would be just
the thing here”. Visits to the tool department also inspire
the ability to tell the fine tools from the junk and the desire
to preserve a nice tool, once acquired, for future use, along
with a growing understanding of how tools are made by
using other tools and an intrigued curiosity about how it all
started.
Yet there is another angle to this- at least as important
in questioning technological literacy. It is the issue of tools
as clues to the things that people in that culture regard as
important enough to do that they would devote some effort to
making the job easier. Archaeologists understand this very
well, and see tools (or possible tools) found at ancient sites
as important information about the people who lived there.
But this is not only important in studying the past.
Looked at another way, most of these “tools” are not
at all limited to just one function, or to what their makers
“designed” them to do. They are largely bits of metal that
have been forged, cast, or machined into particular shapes,
or mechanisms built of such shapes. When one is faced with
a task where some tool might help, the question should not
really be, “What tool do I need here?”, but rather, “What
shape of metal would make this task easier?” Many times
that question has led to a new tool which then found its way
into the chests of many mechanics. This should probably
not be taken too far: sometimes a precision tool can be badly
damaged for its primary function by a poor choice of use. It
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is best not to try to chop wood with a fine steel ruler, or drive
nails with a level!
A fine and useful tool, once acquired or made, should
usually be something that lasts a very long time. A young
person, with a first need for some tool, might not be that
careful, and might damage a tool severely for later use, or
leave it in a condition where considerable time is needed
to restore it. That price should usually be paid, and with
experience and guidance at a young age the habit of wanting
to keep one’s tools functional can usually be formed.
Not all families put much effort into this today. In
a recent trip to a hardware store to buy a specific tool, I
pointed out to the sales clerk that the item available was so
poorly made that, no matter how careful I was, it would have
a short life. The clerk’s response amazed me: “You have to
realize”, he said, “that most people who buy a tool these days
expect to use it only once”.
A family tool box or shop is one of the greatest assets
anyone can have to promote the cause of technological
literacy. First, because it sets the tone that says people can
do things on their own, from taking the cover off and peeking
inside to building a large thing from scratch. And second,
because as the collection grows, the scope of projects that can
be undertaken grows with it.
Second only to the tool box is a substantial stock pile of
raw materials. A few buckets or shelves piled with assorted
bits of steel, brass, aluminum, plastic, wood, and other
materials that can be sawed, filed, soldered, and drilled into
parts of ingenious mechanisms conceived by a young mind
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and a few drawers of assorted bolts and such to hold them
together- whether they work or not makes little difference at
the beginning. Even old “tin cans” and jars are a valuable
source of raw material. Sometimes young people want to
make something NOW, and it might not work, so several
tries could be necessary. This kind of engineering creativity
is very helpful in developing a long extension stand.
If I were trying to start a young mind along this path
today, I would start by giving her or him a hammer and an
anvil. Dear reader, your visions of that hammer and your
picture windows might bring terror to your mind, so “hammer
play” might need to be confined to a specific area. But
seriously, one of the earliest things that one needs to learn
and can learn is something about the strength of various
materials available to build things. Beating on some bars
of steel or brass and bending them is a good way to develop
that, and also to develop some caution that will be helpful in
dealing with more complex tools later- hitting one’s finger
with a hammer (inevitable at the beginning) is less awkward
and serious than drilling a hole through it (something my
father unfortunately did one time).
Following that, a vise is probably a good idea, to permit
holding a bit of metal and bending it exactly where one
wants, along with hacksaws and files to begin to cut it into
interesting shapes. An extraordinary number of intriguing
and useful projects becomes possible with only these things,
and they encourage very useful skills and habits.
You might ask why I suggest beginning with making things
with metal rather than wood or perhaps plastic. Either can be
done, and a parent or relative who is fluent with wood might well
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prefer it. Metalworking tools tend to be smaller, slower moving,
and with fewer and smaller sharp teeth. So my inclination is
to start small hands forming metal and let them graduate to
wood. At the other end of the scale, large metalworking tools are
generally much heavier than the comparable tools for wood, so
you might need to make some compromises.
Once materials can be cut and shaped into the desired
parts, there is some need to be able to attach parts together
and the need for rivets, nuts and bolts, glue, and solder73
is born. It is pointless to attempt here to inventory all the
possibilities that have been devised through the centuries,
and far better to put the book down and go visit a local “tool
department” if you have not done it for a while. Don’t walk
too fast- look at everything and ask good questions: Why
might I want that? What could I do with it? What led some
company to mass produce it thinking it would sell (and their
answer might not be yours)? How is this tool related to the
others? Only with a substantial arsenal of possibilities in
mind will you be literate in the ways things can be made,
and only after using a lot of existing tools will you be able
to recognize the need for a new one and perhaps make it for
yourself. Real literacy in the making of things comes from
a blend of thinking about tools and time spent using them.

The Rule of Precision
There really are lots of junky tools in the marketplace,
which look nice in the package but can hardly be used even
73 I actually still have some soldered wire joints I made when I was 7, building a “crystal
set” radio receiver from a kit. They are not very pretty – but the radio worked and I
gradually learned to do it better.
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once, and at some early point in everyone’s education there
is a place for contact with precision. For our purposes
“precision” means the ability to make things with sufficient
accuracy that parts can be interchanged, or that a part
made by one person can be fitted into a machine being built
somewhere else. What this means depends to some extent on
the situation, but in working with metals it generally means
being able to control any critical dimensions to around a
thousandth of an inch, and sometimes better than that.
Everyone has contact with precision at some level.
When you buy a bolt of a given size, you expect that any nut
of the same size will fit it, and that you will not have to dig
through a bin of them and try a dozen before you find one that
fits, or take a file to the threads. Additionally, you expect
that a bolt made here will fit a nut made somewhere else. So
precision for tools and shop work really has two components:
One component is accuracy, the ability to position and
control cutting and forming tools with very small errors or
tolerances. The other component is standards, a general
agreement on just what is meant by an “inch” or a “meter”
(or a pound or a kilogram or . . .) and a way for anyone who
wants to verify that their “inch” is close enough (depending
on what they are doing) to the “standard inch” to be able to
do so.
These standards, and the existence of tools made
accurately enough to use them, are in very good shape these
days- but this situation has really not existed very long.
Eli Whitney, of “cotton gin” fame, tried in the early 1800s
to build machines that would allow him to make flintlock
rifle parts with enough precision that one could assemble
a flintlock mechanism from any trigger, any frizzen, any
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pan,… Whitney did not quite succeed in his plan and most
of his parts apparently took a little filing to get to fit, but he
promoted the idea so much that he certainly deserves some of
the credit for getting people to believe that it was possible.74
The next generation of gunsmiths, including some of
Whitney’s descendants, made it happen, and the notion of
interchangeable parts manufacturing was soon developed in
many fields- it is difficult to imagine the rapid propagation
of the telegraph across the country if every part of every key
and sounder and relay had to be filed and fitted by hand.
Everyone, regardless of the nature of their craft and
mechanical activities, “deserves” to have a few precision tools
around the house or shop. At the very least, get yourself a
fine 0 -1” (or 0-25mm) micrometer, which will allow you to
measure the thickness of things (metal, paper, whatever) up
to an inch thick with an accuracy of 0.001” (or 0.0001” for a
little better model) or 0.01 mm. Precision tools are not like
other tools! They come in velvet-lined cases to remind you
not to drop them and protect them if you do. They sometimes
have certificates attesting to their “pedigree” and what
“standard inch” they were compared with. They sometimes
have charts related to their use at various temperatures.
Merely having one on your dresser is a constant reminder to
think about when precision matters.
Of course, not all precision tools are for measuring
lengths – some are for angles, or weights, or volumes, or
74 For a good review of historical scholarship about just what Whitney did, and what he
didn’t, see Carolyn C. Cooper, “Myth, Rumor, and History: The Yankee Whittling Boy as
Hero and Villain”, Technology and Culture 44, 1 (2003), pp. 82-96.
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voltages. Neither are they all tools for measurement of
things at hand, or all small- in many ways a giant telescope
has the same characteristics of precision as that hand-held
micrometer. Precision is a component of thinking about
design which must be considered whenever it is needed- and
that is not the case with every component of every project.75
It is certainly not a property of good machine design
that all parts are made with very high precision everywhere.
Indeed, in a manufacturing setting high precision often leads
to high cost, and a good design specifies precise dimensions
or other quantities only where they are necessary for proper
operation, and not elsewhere. In a connecting rod in a
gasoline engine, all the precision that often matters is that
the holes are a certain size, parallel, and a certain distance
apart, with high precision, and perhaps the weight is within
some narrow range, and tolerances on other dimensions
might be somewhat looser.
From an educational perspective, a measuring tool
is most valuable if the technology it employs is at a level
similar to the object being measured. It is, for example,
possible to measure the length of a bar by sending a beam
of light from one end to the other and measuring how long it
takes to travel the distance. In the current era it is possible
to do this without a room full of electronic equipment- but
only because the equipment has become small- it still takes
a good many parts. If the length measurement appears as
numbers in a small window, the user might have no idea what
has happened or what the uncertainties in the measurement
75 The ultimate treatise on this subject still seems to be T. N. Whitehead, The Design and
Use of Instruments and Accurate Mechanism, (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1934).
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might be – the machine is making “decisions” about the
measurement that the user needs to understand but is not
told, and the whole process is done behind a screen.
Compare this measurement with one made through the
careful use of a well-made steel ruler, where the marks (be
they engraved or painted) are perhaps 1/16” apart (or maybe
1.0 mm in the metric world) and evenly spaced with a precision
of perhaps a tenth of that, and the accuracy of the ruler is such
that over 10 feet it is not off by more than that same 1/16” at a
given temperature. All of these things can be known, and they
are immediately relevant when the rule is laid down on the bar
with one end of each lined up so that the student can see where
the other end of the bar falls along the rule….
But what does “lined up” mean? A closer examination
with a magnifier might reveal that the ends of the bar being
measured are not quite square or smooth, so one must decide
just what length it is that is to be measured. If the starting
end of the ruler is a bit worn, the end might not correspond to
the actual “zero” of the scale. After making these decisions
at the starting end, a comparable set of decisions must be
made at the other end of the bar to decide how long it is with
a precision accurate enough for your purposes.
The point is that no measurement escapes these
decisions- in the first case, the automatic light-beam machine
makes them all according to rules built in by the designer,
and you have no idea what those rules are. In the second
case, you make most of the decisions, even if that means
inventing the rules on the spot, and you end up knowing
exactly what your measurement means. A person with a lot
of measuring experience might be able to afford the former,
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but the student new to measurement desperately needs a
good deal of experience making all the decisions. The step
left out here is carrying one’s ruler in its velvet case and
comparing it under a microscope with that “standard inch”!
People who make precision rulers do that regularly76 –
that’s what the little “pedigree” that came with your precision
ruler tells you.
This idea of educational measurements being made
with technology similar to the thing being measured is
not only applicable to mechanical measurements. In the
electrical world, for example, a volt is a certain electrical
“pressure” or “electromotive force” which causes a current to
flow through a resistance, as discussed in Chapter 2. That
current, passed through a coil of wire held between the poles
of a magnet, leads to a torque on the coil. If that torque is
resisted by a spring, the rotational angle can be proportional
to the current, and thus to the voltage applied, and a needle
moves around a scale to indicate the voltage. The process of

76 In the U.S.A., the “standard inches” are maintained by NIST, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (formerly the National Bureau of Standards). The L. S. Starrett
Company of Athol, Massachusetts, maker of precision tools and measurement devices since
1880, maintains its own standards, currently its “croblox® GRAND MASTERS” which “were
produced in 1955 out of chromium carbide material to an accuracy within one millionth
of an inch (0.0000254 mm) and have been checked periodically by the National Bureau of
Standards and the National Institute of Standards and Technology and have remained stable
over this period.” (Starrett Catalogue 29s, 1998, inside front cover.) A browse through the
Starrett catalogue is an exhilarating experience: I have a small collection of their tools
accumulated over nearly fifty years, which I use regularly and pass around my classes.
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measurement is part of the lesson.77 If a voltage is measured
with a fancy digital voltmeter where the reading appears
in light-up numbers, the process is so far removed from the
quantity being measured that it is best reserved for much
more experienced people, or the meter is just a mystery
“black box”.
Similarly, the pH meter for measuring the Hydrogen
(H+) or Hydronium (H3O+) concentration, and thus the
acidic or basic properties of a solution, can be seen as an
exercise in the examination of acids, bases, and electrolytes
suggested by the Porters in Chapter 2, and not a “black box”
instrument. Some chemistry texts treat it this way.78

Sergeant Preston’s Tool Kit
The concept of measuring instruments having
educational value for young people is particularly valuable
at a very young age because youngsters need to grow up
with the idea that they are surrounded by measurable
quantities: The tree is tall. How tall? The wind is fast.
How fast? The light is bright. How bright? The next

77 The Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, founded in 1888 in Newark, N.J., understood
this very well, and published literature describing the educational value of understanding
how their instruments worked. See A. F. Corby, Jr., Theory and Use of Permanent Magnet
Moving Coil and Movable Iron Types of Instruments … For Instructor and Student Reference
(Newark: Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 1928). Page 11 begins a section titled
“The Pedagogic Value of Weston Instruments”.
78 See, for example, Linus Pauling, College Chemistry (San Francisco: W. H. Freeman and
Company, 1964), p. 528, or Jurg Waser, Quantitative Chemistry (New York: W. A. Benjamin.,
1964), p. 167. Waser acknowledges that the theory here is “complicated”. The pH meter was
invented by Arnold O. Beckman in 1935 to meet the needs of the California citrus industry, a
story told in a small museum in the Beckman Institute building at the California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena.
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galaxy is far away. How far? While the refined ability to
make careful measurements will take a while to develop, I
believe that the notion that we do not live in a vague and
unmeasurable world can come much sooner. The Quaker
Oats Company once made an intriguing contribution to this
“measurement literacy” with a series of cereal box premiums
(send in 25 cents and a box top….) offered as a component of
their sponsorship of the television series “Sergeant Preston
of the Yukon” in the 1950s. While regarded as play system
components (to use the terminology of the last chapter), these
devices invited examination of their mechanical, electrical,
optical, and mathematical properties in ways that were very
educational- and also fun, as they were all intended to be the
kind of aids a “Mountie” might actually carry when tramping
through the adventurous Yukon. They were simple versions
of something that might still be found in a hardware store.
The pedometer, for example, was a simple instrument
for estimating how far one had walked (in pursuit of an
imaginary gold dust thief, perhaps!) It contained a small
mass on a spring that swung as one walked, moving a ratchet
back and forth that slowly rotated a pawl and a small gear.
The small gear (with 8 teeth) meshed simultaneously with
two much larger gears, stacked on top of each other, the top
one with 48 and the bottom with 49 teeth- after they had
rotated one time, they were displaced from each other by one
tooth. This slight change in alignment could be read off of
scales on the bottom gear through holes in the top one. The
gears returned to their original alignment only after the top
48-tooth gear had rotated 49 times, and the bottom 49-tooth
gear had rotated 48 times, which required the motion of 2352
teeth – or 294 turns of the 8-tooth gear. The ratchet and pawl
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took about 33 “shakes” of the mass (i.e., steps) per rotation,
which meant 9702 steps for a complete for a complete cycle of
the two large gears that would get them back to where they
started. If a step was 25 inches long, this is about 3.8 miles,
which is about what the scale for that step length shows
Today such a device would likely be made from plastic
– glued shut and almost impossible to repair- But Sergeant
Preston fans had to be able to fix theirs anywhere, and this
“toy” instrument was designed to be opened, examined,
dismantled and reassembled, and best of all understood by
its young owner – a wonderful kind of toy.
The distance finder was a device with a small window
through which a distant object was viewed as the device
was held at arm’s length. The height of the window could
be changed by squeezing on a spring, so that the window
just framed a house or car or tree or person in the distance.
One could then estimate the distance by reading it off
scales provided for houses and trees and other objects of
approximately known heights. Since not all trees are the
same height, and not all arms are the same length, there
is substantial uncertainty built into this exercise in similar
triangles – this is nowhere near as precise a measurement
as the pedometer might make if the step length were fairly
constant. Yet crude as it sounds, it was precisely the method
used in a World War II instrument built to estimate the
range of enemy aircraft from the decks of American warships
– several scales corresponded to aircraft with wingspans of
35 to 90 feet, and rotating a ring of pointers changed the
spacing between two vertical wires to match wingspan of
approaching aircraft. Molded in the housing is the statement
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“To be held 24 inches from eye”.79
The most multifaceted item in Sergeant Preston’s
backpack was the “10-in-1 Electric Trail-Kit”. In the shape
of an oversized pen with a pocket clip, this was a number
of plastic parts (and a few metal ones), some with only
one function (compass, sundial, whistle) and others which
could be rearranged to perform a variety of tasks: telescope,
magnifying glass, flashlight (also for sending Morse Code
messages or lighting the pen for writing at night. If that’s
not quite ten, the lens storage area counted as a “secret
compartment”. The way in which many of its parts were
simply components, intended for a variety of purposes, seems
like an additional educational contribution. A lens is just a
lens with a given diameter and focal length – what you do
with it is up to you. An early acquaintance with the idea that
most tools, like most other things, have not only more than
one function, but are made out of components with multiple
functions that might be rearranged, is a valuable theme. A
person who knows what he or she has on the shelf by what it
is, rather than what it says on the package it is supposedly
for, has a much larger kit of tools.
There were a few other items in the Sergeant
Preston repertory, but these seem like the most intriguing
group, simple, educational and fun gadgets that encourage
recognition of the world as something which can be studied
and measured from a young age.

79 U.S. Navy – Bu. Of Ord. A.A. Range Indicator, Mark 1, Mod. 1, Made by the A.C. Gilbert
Company, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A., 1944. Yes, that is really the Gilbert of “Erector Set”
fame – a number of toy companies shifted their production to military goods during the war.
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Tools NOT from the Hardware Store
The belief that all tools come from a hardware or tool
store is just as false as the notion that all potatoes come from
the grocer and all clothing from the mall. Like anything
else, you dip into the tool market to take advantage of the
economies of scale, never believing for a minute that you
couldn’t make that tool yourself if you wanted to- even if it
meant consulting that “standard inch” and building several
intermediate machines before you got the final tool. Most of
the time you will probably decide not to do this… but now
and then you really might want to try building a simple
one yourself, or some hobby project or job around the house
might have you saying to yourself, “Golly, if I only had a….”
and right then in your mind will form an idea for a new tool
perhaps never seen before. Let yourself build it! While you
will learn a lot just thinking through the project, you will
learn even more if you go all the way! If the tool you want
is fairly standard, there is a lot of help available – consider,
for example, 60 Power Tools and How to Build Them, an
anthology of articles from Popular Mechanics magazine80.
SIXTY ideas! You can start with a few hand tools and build all
the rest, if you wish. Most people will NOT choose to do this,
but even reading the book closely, and maybe building one or
two, gives you an enormously greater sense of understanding
of tools and ownership of your own collection, however small.
If making things of metal, and the tools to do it, intrigues
you more, there are plenty of sources of information about
building your own lathe, and you could imagine making
80 Sixty Power Tools and How to Build Them, (Chicago: Popular Mechanics Press, 1952)
There were two editions in the 1940s titled 40 Power Tools You Can Make. For a good story
about how it all happened, see Edward L. Throm [ed.], Fifty Years of POPULAR MECHANICS
1902 – 1952 [New York: Simon and Schuster, 1952].
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woodworking tools last year to make patterns this year and
pour castings next year… because it can be hard to interest a
commercial foundry in making just ONE of something.81
If the tool you want is totally new and never before
seen in the world, perhaps you should make it for yourself
and, if it goes well,, consider the potential market that your
idea might find. It is undoubtedly difficult to introduce a new
tool into the marketplace and be commercially successful,
but obviously many have done it. My grandfather tried it
twice: once with a paint-can holder that would clamp onto
the rim of the can and provide a shelf where the brush could
be placed to drip back into the can, sold as “STACLENE”,
and another time with an adjustable nut driver that could
hold a small nut and screw it onto a small bolt down inside
a deep cavity, sold as the “REACHIT WRENCH”. Good luck
finding either of them in a hardware store.
In the end, your tool collection will probably be a
mixture – of everything along the scale from precision to
junk, of oft-used tools and things used once, of permanent
things and little fixtures or jigs made for a project long ago.
Hopefully, you might be blessed with a few tools that belonged
to your ancestors or were even built by them, or perhaps leave
a few behind that your descendants might want. Tools, and
the things you do with them, make an almost unmatched
contribution to the way you view and understand the “built”
part of the world around you, and the way you help younger
people come to understand that world in their own time. So
right now, put the book down and go explore the tools at your
81 David J. Gingery Publishing has a substantial series of books from building your own
foundry to having a substantial machine shop.
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neighborhood hardware store, whether small or giant – and
if there are some youngsters at hand, you might take them
along.
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CHAPTER 7

The Infrastructure is the
Curriculum
No line is safe to touch, EVER!
What your electric company tells you in your bill
every month.
This handbook…is primarily intended to be used
as a home study book to supplement daily work
experience.
Edwin B. Kurtz, “The Lineman’s and Cableman’s
Handbook” (1964)

When I was about 8 years old, my parents began
taking me to a large down church. There were times when
I had the run of the building, and I came to see it as a large
puzzle. After a while I would notice parts of the volume of the
building that I had never been in, and I would watch them
until a door left ajar or some other possibility for exploration
presented itself. Gradually, I figured out the heating and
plumbing systems, learned a lot about the electrical wiring,
found the winches that lowered the chandeliers so the bulbs
could be changed, and realized that the stained-glass ceiling
had a huge room above it. Most fun of all was sitting inside
the pipe organ while someone was playing it. The custodians,
who recognized my benign curiosity for what it was, urged
me to be cautious and left me alone.
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Every young person needs to fall in love with a building
like that. A modern building, with all of its mechanical
systems, is something of a city on a small scale. A working
knowledge of how the plumbing, electrical, ventilating,
heating, and other mechanical systems work, along with
some understanding of the structural aspects- foundation,
steel, masonry, walls, roof- is a wonderful “primer” for
understanding one’s home or workplace or factory. It is also
the basis for understanding the infrastructure and built
environment on a larger scale, because after understanding
a building, the natural question is, “Yes, but where do
these pipes and wires go when they leave the building???”
A technologically literate person walks serenely down the
street, fully aware of the sewer (and hopefully the separated
storm drain), gas, and water service beneath it; the highvoltage feed (What is it in your neighborhood? 12,000
volts? One phase or three?) on the crest of the poles, and
the number of homes connected to one transformer; and
all the telephone, CATV, fiber-optic, and other services in
between. All those connections have sources or destinations
in the larger machine which is the city and the region and
the continent and even the planet and the cosmos.
There is a tendency in education today, at all levels,
to try to separate the infrastructure from the curriculum.
Schools and Colleges are seen as carefully designed and
sanitized “facilities” within which “education” is somehow
supposed to occur. This is, first of all, false- because education
fundamentally comes from everything that schools do, not
just what teachers do in their classrooms. And even if it
were true, it would still be sad, because so many educational
opportunities are missed if those associated with being (and
living, in the case of residential schools) in the physical plant
of the schools are ignored.
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In many residential schools of a hundred years ago,
every dormitory room had a small fireplace, and students
were expected to tend their fire carefully and keep their
room at a reasonable temperature. Today, schools are so
terrified that students will burn the buildings down that
ceremonial candles are often banned and smoke detectors
are everywhere. There is something wrong with this picture.
The opportunity to teach students something about taking
care of their environment has been lost. School physical
plants present similar opportunities to learn something
about hydraulic systems in elevators, air conditioning and
the thermodynamics of heat engines, pumps, polyphaser
power, telephone switching systems, and many other aspects
of contemporary communities. All of this information is
valuable as one progresses from student to homeowner to
(possibly) entrepreneur.
Similarly, one who checks into a hotel is well advised
to locate all the exits in case of fore, and if the windows
cannot be opened one might heft the furniture to see what
pieces might be thrown through a window if it ever became
necessary for emergency escape. In the same vein, one who
takes a job in a large building should expect, even demand,
a tour of the mechanical and emergency systems, so that one
is better able to detect problems that might arise. A good
understanding of the principles involved in the operation of
such systems will guarantee that such a tour is not a waste.
Against the last point some employers might rebel
– “Just sit and work in your cubicle and let the ‘experts’
maintain the building”. In a society of technologically literate
people, there is no sharp line that separates “experts” from
“other people”. There is only a continuum of knowledge
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and experience that makes some people a little more or
less ready to do some task than someone else. People who
understand the principles will eventually figure out how to
do anything, while people with marginally more experience
with a particular implementation might do it marginally
quicker. One often hears that people should be “trained”
before they take on, for example, the operation of a large
crane or excavating machine, but “training” is often too much
of “If this happens, do this; If that happens, push the red
button”. Far superior to “training” is the notion of education
to real literacy. If a person has thought through the design
of a crane in her or his mind and has worked through all the
forces and other physical quantities involved, that person
not only knows as well as a “trained” operator what to do,
but is better able to respond when something happens that
was not included in the “training”.
Many will argue that people simply have no need
to understand how the infrastructure surrounding them
works, but this understanding not only frees people from
walking around in baffled ignorance of their surroundings,
it actually makes the system more reliable: A person who
has no idea what things look like at the top of a pole will
never notice that something has changed. A person who has
never paid attention to the sound of a ventilating system
might not associate the new squeak with a motor needing
lubrication. People who feel part ownership in all the things
around them will be alert to subtle changes that the lessinvolved observers would likely miss – changes that might
be important symptoms of problems. You might or might not
choose to fix it, but the diagnostic ability is important.
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So is that electric line safe to touch? YES, if you
understand the principles, think very carefully, and plan
your every move, and have acquired (possibly made) a decent
set of tools. Otherwise, NO. Learn enough to make your
own decisions, and take the responsibility for what you do.
Let us walk through a modern building and explore
briefly where those pipes and wires go that disappear through
the floor or walls or roof. Perhaps in your earlier childhood
you read the 1943 Caldecott Medal book The Little House,
by Virginia Lee Burton82. As The Little House gradually
becomes surrounded by the city, it is not just the other
buildings which gradually clutter the landscape, it is also
the infrastructure providing services which the people living
in the house generally do want, but…. Well, they do clutter
the view, don’t they? Let us set aside the services which do
not actually connect to the house, like the trolley and the
subway, and just walk through the ones that do. Hopefully, I
can convince you to do this with your own dwelling, wherever
and whatever it might be- because even a small cabin in the
woods is likely to have a little bit of infrastructure, while a
big city house or skyscraper or skyscraper apartment will
probably have a great deal more, and if you do not understand
it you are totally at the mercy of your surroundings.
Let’s start with the water. Perhaps you have a well
below your ground floor or in your cellar, or a tank that stores
rainwater collected as it runs off the roof. Neither of these is
uncommon in a remote or rural area, nor is access to a small
82 Virginia Lee Burton, The Little House, (New York: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1942).
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lake. In such a situation, the responsibility for keeping that
water potable is entirely yours, and there are certain sources
of experience doing that which are worthy of study.83

83 One good source is Max Burns, Cottage Water Systems: An Out-Of-The-City Guide to
Pumps, Plumbing, Water Purification, and Privies, (Cottage Life Books, 1999).
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CHAPTER 8

A Few Little Savages
Skill with the axe was the highest accomplishment.
The old settlers used to make everything in the
house out of wood, and with the axe for the only tool.
It was even said that some of them used to “edge her
up a bit” and shave with her on Sundays. When a
father was setting his son up in life he gave him
simply a good axe. The axe was the grand essential
of life and work, and was supposed to be a whole
outfit.
Ernest Thompson Seton, “Two Little Savages” ( 1911)

The organized camp is almost a peculiarly American
institution. A group of young people living together for a week
or more, with the guidance of only slightly older “counselors”
and specialists in various activities, managed by more
experienced leaders perhaps a little older, is a hundred-yearold tradition in the United States. While often thought of as
a “summer camp”, it is not at all limited to one season.
To young campers, and to some extent their parents or
other responsible adults, a camp experience is often thought
of primarily a time of fun, and certainly it must be fun or
it simply does not “work”. Yet to camp directors and other
experienced camping people, a good camp is not at all just
fun and games. It is, rather, a model community – a practice
community – which is a good deal simpler than the larger
communities in which these campers live most of their lives.
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In such a practice community, a world on the scale
of children, it is substantially more obvious what kinds of
sensitivities and concerns and respect and patients and
listening and understanding are necessary if the community
is going to function in any reasonable way. In a good camp,
in its “purest” form, essentially nothing happens unless the
campers do it. Meals do not happen unless the campers cook
them, or they do not go away having learned that that kind
of activity is essential in any larger community. Trash piles
up if the campers do not come up with a way to deal with it,
or they do not go away realizing that any community must
come up with a way to deal with that. The canoes sit there
unused if the campers do not come up with a way to share
such a limited resource equitably, or they do not come away
having learned that every community has to deal with such
scarce-resource problems. A really good camp is a child’s
world, where within some reasonable bounds of health and
safety a skilled staff facilitates campers’ operating the world
themselves and creating its institutions, because they have
little opportunity to do so in the “big” world where they
spend most of their time, and how else will they ever have
the chance to learn how a community functions if they have
never built one from scratch? Like anything else, looking at
an existing community, it is often very difficult to understand
what components and relationships are essential or critical
and what might be unimportant or even have a deleterious
effect.
What, then, is the role of technology in the practice
community of a camp? To read what camp directors seem to
be writing these days, one would think it all had to do with
the computer – having a great web site to advertise as camp,
or a program to store registration data for campers, or ways
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for parents to peek at campers during their time at camp
rather than letting their fledglings leave the nest. There
may be nothing evil about any of these things, but they miss
the point entirely.
In a good camp, the role of technology is to help
campers discover that artifacts exist only because people
make them. Axes, saws, arrowheads, fishhooks, nails, wire,
batteries, telegraphs, thread, cloth - the list goes on and
on (and yes, ultimately includes those computers)- do not
“grow” on trees but exist only because people have put in the
level of effort and understanding required to convert natural
materials into the things wanted. A camp that thinks about
it can provide campers with the opportunity to make a few
of these discoveries and have a few of these adventures in
a way that might be much more difficult for them much of
the rest of the year. It seems rather baffling that camps
seem to think that the way to include “technology” is to go to
more and more complex things, while the educational value
really comes from introducing those simpler things that the
campers can do themselves with minimal guidance.
Ernest Thompson Seton’s novel, Two Little Savages84,
is an interesting (and somewhat autobiographical) case study.
Subtitled “Being the adventures of two boys who lived as
Indians and what they learned”, the book and its title might
make one today culturally wary. Seton’s reputation as a
person extraordinarily thoughtful about Native American
sensitivities and spirituality is rarely a subject of concern, and
he uses the word “savage” in the title to mean one thing only:
a citizen of a pre-technology or very basic technology society.
84 Ernest Thompson Seton, Two Little Savages, Doubleday, Page & Company, 1911
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There is no hint whatsoever of dastardly behavior of
the type normally associated with the word “savage” today –
it means purely the absence of “modern” tools. Throughout
the book, Seton’s two characters, Yan and Sam, seem to be
concerned about the extent to which they might be “cheating”
by taking too modern a tool along on their excursions into
the forest to live on their own. They are determined to
understand what it means to begin at the beginning, and to
know what they can do on their own. The axe is something
of a symbol of this level of understanding. Describing the
social structure of the fictitious Irish-Canadian community
that plays a major role in the story, Seton says
The familiar phrase, “He’s a good man,” has
two accepted
meanings: If obviously applied
to a settler during the regular Saturday night
Irish row in the little town of Downey’s Dump,
it means he was an able man with his fists; but
if to his home life on the farm, it implied that he
was unusually dexterous with the axe. A man
who fell below standard was despised. Since
the houses of hewn logs were made by their
owners, they reflected the axmen’s skill.85
Without concurring that any man or woman should
be “despised” for failing to be “dexterous with the axe”, it is
still true that Seton’s story provides a good model for what it
means to understand something- that nothing is really totally
understood until one has done it. Perhaps even in Seton’s
town a person could be redeemed for not being so perfect with
the axe if that person was a dexterous blacksmith- because
85 Ibid, p. 104
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those people could make their own axe, something that Seton
himself very likely never did.
One of the most common aspects of early technology
that many camps do and probably many more think they
ought to is starting a file with flint and steel or by rubbing
sticks with a bow and drill. Here again Seton saw himself
as the master: In The Book of Woodcraft86, he claims to have
“made a thousand fires with rubbing sticks” and to have
conducted “at least five hundred different experiments”.
After suggesting what wood to choose and giving detailed
instructions for the preparation and use of the apparatus,
he concludes, “If the fire does not come, it is because you have
not followed these instructions.” (italics his) Seton himself
claimed a record of 31 seconds!
Yet a camp, or the larger community of which it is to
be a model, is not made of axe and fire skills alone. Let us
look around, and ask in what other ways our young people
can use such an inviting setting to develop some other
technologies from the very bottom. Some compromises are
obviously necessary because, for example, there is simply
not enough time to make every bit of everything that might
be required. The question is what compromises should be
made so that as little as possible of the educational value of
the experience is sacrificed?
I believe that the appropriate compromises are those
suggested by the issues of economies of scale and OEM parts
discussed in chapter 5. Campers can be expected, with some
discussion and coaching, merely to demonstrate an ability by
86 Ernest Thompson Seton, The Book of Woodcraft, (Garden City Publishing Company,
1921), pp. 108-110
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making a small amount of something – at which point they
are supplied with whatever quantities of that commodity are
necessary for the next stage. In this way the activity becomes
a game, in the same sense as so many of the earlier parts
of the educational woodcraft game which was developed by
Seton and many of his contemporaries.87
Let us explore this through several examples.
Depending on the local geology, many camps are blessed
with at least small quantities of clay, which is a byproduct of
the chemical weathering of granite. From this can be made
all manner of things, both utilitarian and decorative: bricks,
pots, tiles, figurines, and such. (Seton tells a story88 for
teachers of how much more educational it is to do this with
natural clays, glazes, and such, and simple homebuilt kilns,
than with refined commercial resources.) After everyone
has made a pot and a brick, give them all the bricks they
want – the better to build a small blast furnace for smelting
ores (chemically reducing oxidized metals to METALS).
Generally this process uses charcoal, so after they have
made a little bit in the fashion of early peoples, give them all
the charcoal they want. With a small blast furnace they can
produce small bits of metal- say iron and copper, depending
on the ore minerals available – and if you have no ore you
might have to bring it in – it is natural somewhere on Earth!
When your campers have made small bits of iron
and copper from their ores, give them all of those metals
they want – perhaps even iron molded into the shape of an
87 For some suggestions here, turn to chapter 12 and consult books by Robert BadenPowell; Adelia, Daniel, and Lina Beard; Ellsworth Jaeger, Horace Kephart; and others.
88 “The Story of Two Pots”, in Julia M. Seton, Trail and Camp-Fire Stories (Seton Village
Press, 1940)
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anvil or a hammer, which is not hard to imagine making by
pouring molten metal into a hole in the ground. When they
have learned a bit of blacksmithing and shaped some metal
by heating it red and hammering it into a desired shape, give
them all the shaped metal they want…. At some point you
have helped them go far enough, but no one who has been
through this will ever take a metal object for granted again!
If your campers have made bits of copper and iron,
give them all the wire they want. Bits of copper and iron
stuck into a lemon or other electrically-conductive fluid
makes a weak electric cell89 Connect enough cells in series
and you can make any voltage battery you wish. Such a
battery might never light a big lamp, but it will twitch the
needle on a compass-and that is all you need to build a simple
telegraph across your camp. If you want to wind wire into
coils to make electromagnets, it must be insulated- perhaps
strips of cloth which you gave them when they had shown
they could weave it from the thread you gave them when
they had shown they could spin it from the fleece they got
when they caught the sheep and cut a little fleece off with the
knife they made with their iron. If you don’t have a sheep,
you can grow a little cotton.
A side path could lead to the production of glass.
Glass is primarily a solution of silicon dioxide (quartz sand)
in sodium carbonate (washing soda) with a little calcium
oxide thrown in. Calcium oxide comes from roasting calcium
carbonate (limestone). In ancient times, sodium carbonate
was made by running water over ashes from burning various
89 My lemon delivers about VVVV volts this way – with a short-circuit current of about
AAAA amps.
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seaweeds, then evaporating the water. The powder left
behind is rich in sodium carbonate. There are variations on
the recipe.90
It is not suggested that every step be run to
exhaustion – because that surely will exhaust your
audience. Just try to start with a consensus that each
process must be demonstrated, however primitively. After
the demonstration, take advantage of the marketplace and
use mass-produced ingredients and move on. The intriguing
challenge of the project (if the Romans could do it….) and
a group’s self-enforced honor can minimize the temptation
to take “improper” shortcuts. Tanning, soap, tallow, paper,
mortar…. The list of possible projects is very long.
Describing this in the context of an organized camp
makes sense because it seems particularly easy to do it in
that setting, and because it is intriguing to encourage camp
directors to think about doing this in lieu of one more game
or sport that can be played anywhere, or some out-of-the-box
craft. At the same time, it is easy to imagine doing these
things as family projects, whether after school, evenings,
or an occasional weekend. Some projects can be done
anywhere; others are better done outside, and in the absence
of a back yard a park might briefly be pressed into service,
or you might sell the idea to some youth-serving agency and
volunteer to lead it. In any case, the vigor that I have seen
in groups of young people outside, doing some new thing like
building a rope bridge across a shallow creek, leaves me with
no doubt that this can be an interesting, educational, and
90 For details, see for example Kevin M. Dunn, Caveman Chemistry (Universal Publishers,
2003), chapter 13.
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potentially popular game. As everywhere else, asking what
it really takes to do something from the very first stage is the
real basis for technological literacy.
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CHAPTER 9

The Issue of Safety
Playing with fire is a little dangerous, and yet
children cannot come to know fire except by playing
with it in the same way as they have learned other
things through play. Hence, while fire play was
encouraged in our home, it was restricted to one
day a week. Friday was always fire day, when the
children were allowed to have as many fires as they
wished, and fires of every kind.
Luther Halsey Gulick, “A Philosophy of Play” (1920)
Education is not without its hazards, and any real student of
anything must take some risks. Sometimes these risks are minorgetting a door slammed in your face while trying to do a survey
or sell a new kind of soap. For technological literacy, learning
requires a different kind of risk: the possibility of a little burn or
shock, staining the floor with chemical experiments, a collapsed
bridge or tunnel or tree house in the back yard, hitting one’s hand
instead of the nail with the hammer. Yet the price for trying to
prevent all contact with this kind of risk is to raise a generation
of young people who are largely clueless about how everything
works, unable to make decisions about what to do when something
fails, and afraid of treating anything as an O.E.M. part.
Mary Pipher, author of “Reviving Ophelia”, recently
commented that the last generation of parents seemed to feel
their job was to expose their young people to the world, while the
current generation tries to protect them from it. How true this
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seems to be, when one looks at the books targeted to teach young
people science and engineering today and how primitive their
experiments and projects often are compared with those of a few
decades ago.
Not far back, such books for young people were filled with
drawings and plans that would have youngsters sawing wood and
metal, drilling holes (even in glass!), soldering, grinding, winding
coils of wire, stringing antennas on the roof, and all kinds of other
adventurous tasks involving learning useful skills that come with
knowledge of how things work and how materials behave. Today,
manufacturers seem apologetic even about saying that “some
assembly is required” for a packaged bit of furniture and you
might need a screwdriver.
Is it issues of safety that have parents91 deny their
children a decent technical education, or is it something else?
Commentaries on the near-disappearance of technological books
and toys for children frequently blame or applaud safety issues as
the reason. But really now, a soldering iron or hammer or bottle
of some mysterious substance is not by itself dangerous- it only
becomes dangerous when used dangerously, and otherwise is a
vehicle for progress and understanding the world. Young people
who can read and thus tap the stored knowledge of the civilization
are perfectly capable of making those kinds of decisions, and the
presence is not itself an incentive for violence: a rock can do just
as much damage as a hammer; would you ban rocks?
Perhaps more serious than any plausible hazard associated
with equipment is a denial by many parents of responsibility for the
91 The word “parent” is used here to refer to anyone who has a parent-like responsibility
for a young person.
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technological education of their children. With this responsibility
comes a level of interaction that has two major consequences: One
is a cooperative assessment with the children of what it is safe
to do and whether the little hands and young minds are ready to
do it alone. The other is enough joint activities that the parents
themselves recognize the habits associated with technical hobbies
and education: The parents get a little burn and a little cut and
a little shock now and then, and so realize that this is part of the
process. When this interaction is missing, the parents too often
blame the schools or the manufacturers of anything targeted at
the education of young people.
Remember, to a technologically literate parent, nothing in
marketplace is a finished “toy” to be purchased and given to a child!
Everything is just a component, an O.E.M. part, out of a group of
which parent and child together can fashion a system for play or
experimentation. Looked at this way, the notion that some toys are
intrinsically “hazardous” simply vanishes. Parents have likely been
providing toys for their children for tens of thousands of years, since
one picked up a shiny pebble and gave it to a howling baby. From
that point on, parents have contributed hardware to the education
of their children. Building a toy with a child is almost always better
than simply giving a toy to a child, because the educational value
is much deeper. And of course fire can burn, and of course metal
can cut, and of course some chemical overdoses can be toxic, but
the world is full of such things. Better to have them available to
maximize the richness of the educational experience, and not to
drive them from the marketplace with assertions that those who
offer them for sale should somehow be able to guarantee that
nothing can go wrong. So expose your young people to the world,
and do not blame those who would help you do it when something
goes wrong, and we all benefit from the largest possible variety of
manufacturers who bring their pins to the marketplace.
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CHAPTER 10

Cyrus Smith
in the 21st Century
Of the treasures contained in the coffer…the
largest portion was employed in the purchase of
a vast territory in the State of Iowa. There, upon
this domain, the colonists invited to labor, that is
to stay, to wealth and happiness, all those to whom
they had hoped to offer the hospitality of Lincoln
Island.
Jules Verne, “The Mysterious Island” (1875)

Imagine Jules Verne’s technologically literate protagonist
Cyrus Smith speculating about the nature of the technological
society a hundred or more years beyond his time. Would he still
be able to “do it” – to feel in command of a level of understanding
of the technology around him that would satisfy him?
Let’s give it a try….
The following conversation could have occurred some
years after the conclusion of the events described by Verne
in The Mysterious Island. Another of the “colonists”, Gideon
Spilett, was a newspaper reporter, and Verne places him as
founding a newspaper titled the “New Lincoln Herald”, so
it is easy to imagine Spilett interviewing Cyrus Smith from
time to time…. This conversation is assumed to have occurred
about 1880, a few years after the Centennial Exposition at
Philadelphia, a showcase of the technology of the time.
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-------------------------------------------------Spilett:

My dear Cyrus, after all these years I
still cannot understand how you did it.

Smith:		

Did what, my friend?

Spilett:

Directed us through all those things
we did on Lincoln Island. Glass, iron,
nitroglycerine, soap, candles, batteries, a
telegraph system – I still cannot believe
that we did all those things. Cyrus, had
you ever even seen a blast furnace before
we did our smelting on Lincoln Island?

Smith:

No, but before the war I had a chance
to visit the Tredegar Iron Works92 in
Richmond, which later became the only
substantial ironworks of the Confederacy.
I was there but a few hours, and at that
time there were no furnaces, but Joseph
Anderson explained the basic principles
to me, and that alone was adequate.

Spilett:

So you had never actually built or
operated a furnace before?

Smith:

No, but it was not necessary, as the
principles were clear. Anderson had been
operating his foundry and rolling mill
for quite some time and he understood
the entire iron process very well. The

92 Charles B. Dew, Ironmaker to the Confederacy: Joseph R. Anderson and the Tredegar
Iron Works (Yale University Press, 1966).
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furnace we built at the Chimneys was
quite small, but surely if we had needed
more iron, our experience would have
allowed us to construct a larger one,
using the tools we made with our early
ironwork.
Spilett:

And those other things we did… Had you
done those before?

Smith:

As a youth I had made a few bars of
soap, and the invention of new electrical
machinery always interested me, and so
I made it my business to stay informed
about it. As an officer in the army I
tried to stay informed about all manner
of things which I thought might someday
help me in the defense of our great Union,
so it was in this way that I had devoted
some time to a study of the principles
of chemistry. But I only studied the
principles, my dear Spillet. I had little
opportunity for practical experience.
If the basic principles are understood,
many things become possible.

Spilett:

It is now ten years since we returned! How
much has changed! I was at Philadelphia
for the Exposition and heard the new
telephone. Wires that speak, Cyrus!
The technology of tomorrow will surely
be so complex that no one will be able to
understand it all.
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Smith:

My friend, I am not surprised to hear
you say that, and I am certain that in
a hundred years people will say it even
louder, but I disagree. The question is
still one of principles. The number of new
inventions is always much greater than
the number of new principles needed to
create them, and by learning the new
principles merely, one can remain well
informed. From time to time, as the
principles involved in some invention
are pushed to extreme limits, they are
discovered to be mere approximations,
and considerable research may be
required to correct them. This happened
with the telegraph when it was desired
to extend it beneath the Atlantic Ocean.93

Spilett:

Does the telephone not require new
principles, beyond those of the telegraph?

Smith:

Only one, my dear Spilett: the notion
that the magnitude of the electric fluid
must be varied continuously, and not
simply switched on and off as with the
telegraph. Once this is understood, the
rest can be invented by someone familiar
with the principles of the telegraph.
From what I have been reading in your
newspaper, it might soon be possible to
propagate the electric action directly

93 Paul J. Nahin, Oliver Heaviside: Sage in Solitude (IEEE, 1988).
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through the air without any wires at all,
and what a flood of inventions we can all
expect from that!
Spilett:

I saw those stories, of course, but I could
hardly believe that it could be true.

Smith:

The evidence has been building for some
time, though it seems that no one really
saw where it was leading until Maxwell94
combined all of the clues during the great
conflict that was so hurtful to our Union.
Of course, no one has yet been able to
observe this action, though perhaps
it will not be long.95 Almost any close
observation of nature can offer clues
that might lead to a great discovery. As
a youth I was quite fascinated by the
performance of the magnetic compass,
and I eagerly read the book by Gilbert96
which suggested that the entire Earth
was like a large lodestone, but I would
not then have imagined that in those
things were clues to the sending of
telegraph messages without wires, let
alone speech. Why Spillet, it might
some day be possible to send your entire
newspaper to New York without wires,
so that it will be on the stand alongside
the New York Herald.

94 James Clerk Maxwell, A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism (Oxford University Press, 1873).
95 Heinrich Hertz, Electric Waves (Macmillan and Co., 1893).
96 William Gilbert, De Magnete (1600).
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Spilett:

But Cyrus, did it not take all of your time
as a youth to learn all of the things that
you know? I can hardly imagine that
you ever had a minute to read a novel or
attend the theater.

Smith:

My friend, I enjoyed the tales of Fenimore
Cooper as much as anyone else, though I
relished the stories of Lewis and Clark for
more. But really, Spillet, I believe only
that I paid perhaps a bit more attention
to the things going on around me every
day, and only when some observation
seemed inexplicable in terms of what
I knew already did I realize that some
study was necessary. Sometimes a small
number of ideas can explain a large
number of phenomena- Think of how the
few ideas of Newton about gravity and
motion combine to explain the motions of
all the moons and planets!

Spilett:

The Moon, Cyrus! Do you think it will
ever be possible to make a voyage there?
How fantastic it seems, compared even
with our adventures on Lincoln Island!

Smith:

Much has been learned about living
and working far underwater during the
construction of the new bridge from New
York to Brooklyn, and this knowledge
will be helpful in creating a small house
for travel through space, which appears
to be without air. It remains only to
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devise a method of propulsion for leaving
the earth and entering the proper
orbit. I have read the recent fable by
Jules Verne about a trip to the moon97,
and while I believe that his proposal to
launch the travelers from a large cannon
is impractical because the acceleration
would injure them greatly, with a rocket
which could accelerate more gradually
for some period of time such a voyage
appears possible. A substantial source of
fuel would of course be necessary to cause
such an acceleration, and gunpowder
might be too difficult to adjust.
Spilett:

Must we await a new discovery, Cyrus?

Smith:

Perhaps not.
I have watched with
interest the recent improvements in
understanding the chemistry of rockoil98 and the development of novel forms
of engines that use it as fuel. Perhaps
that will be found to serve as a source
of suitable means. Certainly rock-oil
is currently inspiring a number of very
interesting ideas.

Spilett:

Some years ago I read of the death of Mr.
Charles Babbage, who had invented some
extraordinary machines for performing
calculations by mechanism. One of his

97 From the Earth to the Moon (1873)
98 i.e., petroleum
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friends remarked that Mr. Babbage had
once offered a desire to exchange the
remainder of his life for just three days
to be spent in the future99. Would you
want to do this, Cyrus?
Smith:

My dear friend, in my youth I once
wanted to make a trip to China. While I
never made the voyage, during my study I
encountered a wish, which was purported
to be an ancient Chinese proverb, which
some called a curse. It was simply this:
May you live in interesting times.
Surely, my dear Spilett, this has been
our fate and our opportunity, as it is of
all. Times of great invention, of the great
war which so harmed our Union, of our
comradeship on Lincoln Island, of seeing
our Union enter its second century rid of
the sickness of slavery. No, Spillet, I am
content with the times in which I have
been permitted to live.

99 Maurice V. Wilkes, “Pray Mr. Babbage – A character study in dramatic form”, IEEE Annals
of the History of Computing, vol. 13, no. 2, 147-154 (April, 1991).
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Epilogue
by
Amy M. Tamarkin
It was a cloudy morning in March when James Spilett
stood in his doorway, breathing in the bitter March air
and staring at the brown paper package sitting by his feet.
Usually he enjoyed receiving packages, which were generally
from old friends and acquaintances, but this one made him
uneasy. It was addressed from Mrs. Cyrus Smith, a name
James recognized as associated with one of his father’s many
journeys.
James had been born just two years after his father,
Gideon Spilett, had returned from his long adventure on
Lincoln Island. Spilett had been roaming the world, telling
his fascinating survival story, and reporting the new events
he was witnessing, when he met a lovely lady and married
her. The couple settled in Iowa, but Gideon was almost always
away, traveling to faraway countries to report crucial events
to the rest of the nation. It was because of this absence that
James had always felt removed from and unimportant to his
father. Although he had occasionally felt his father’s love,
the stories had always been Gideon’s first priority, leaving
James in the shadow of the outlandish tales of pirates, hot
air balloons, and wars. James came to hate these stories,
most of which he dismissed as untrue, and became a very
straightforward and practical man, refusing to make time
for things he deemed unimportant or arcane.
Gideon had been dead for almost ten years now, and
James, reluctant to revisit the feelings of neglect he had
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so often experienced as a child, had moved to Richmond to
establish his own identity. He eyed the package cautiously,
and set it down on his dresser resolving to open it after he
had returned from work.
At six-thirty that evening, James returned, cold
and tired after a long day. He had spent much of the day
wondering about the strange parcel. He quickly untied the
string and tore away the brown paper to reveal many faded
journals. James reached out and opened the first volume.
It contained entries about one of his father’s many exotic
adventures. For a moment James smiled, but his attitude
soon changed. “Why would I want these?” he said aloud,
glaring with malice at the very things that had denied him
so much of his father’s time. He tossed the whole pile aside,
and descended the stairs to join his wife and daughter at
dinner.
The next morning, James awoke early. He sat down at
the kitchen table, where he was surprised to find jenny, who
appeared to have already been sitting there for some time.
“Father,” Jenny started, “do you know how to make
candles?”
“No, sweetie,” replied James to the unusual question.
“It’s not very important,” he continued. “We can always
buy some at the store.”
“What about bricks, or tools, or even a ship?”
“Sorry, I don’t know,” James responded, slightly
unnerved by the question.
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“Well Grandpa Gideon new, and now I know too!”
Jenny exclaimed excitedly.
James looked up from the morning paper. Jenny was
clutching a particularly thick olive green journal that James
had noticed the day before in the pile. “Chronicles of Lincoln
Island by Gideon Spillet” was printed along the peeling
binding in golden letters.
James went to work that day with an anxious
feeling. How could Jenny be so fascinated with this pointless
information? James wondered. Why is it necessary to know
about the past and understand the development of the things
we use today? Maybe it wasn’t so useless after all, James
concluded suddenly. Unable to concentrate, James did the
unthinkable; he left work early that day. The curiosity had
overtaken him. He began to run toward his home, toward
the knowledge of the world that awaited him. His tailcoat
trailed out behind him as he moved quickly through the icecovered streets. He could no longer ignore his father’s great
achievements. He no longer wanted to be ignorant of the
way the world around him worked.
James picked up the journal and went into his
study. Between the crumbling covers he found thousands
of handwritten pages with descriptions of everything that
Gideon and his companions had experienced on the island.
The knowledge contained in that volume was overwhelming.
For two days James sat, pouring over the journal, learning
every last clever detail of his father’s great adventure. He
studied brick making, metalsmithing, and pottery. He read
of Granite House with its lift and drawbridge, and of hunting
and agriculture. The objects he could create and the things
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he could do flowed through his mind, filling him with wonder,
excitement, and curiosity. For the first time in his life, he
felt close to his father.
Why shouldn’t I understand the mechanisms around me?
James thought. He finally understood the importance of his father’s
job. Gideon reported on the world so the information wouldn’t be
lost. The methods used, although outdated, could be applied to
the future, or examined in the present to prevent repetition of past
mistakes. Oh how close I was to destroying this vital knowledge!
James thought, suddenly filled with guilt and shame.
Equipped with his curiosity, his new knowledge, and
his imagination, James now believed that he was capable of
conquering practically anything. He could face the future
with a better understanding of life, and he realized his life
became richer as he embraced his father’s work.
The next morning, a large sea swell engulfed James
Spilett’s town, Apparently an earthquake had occurred with
its epicenter located nearby. James’ wooden home and all its
contents were swept up by the fierce current. James awoke
two days later on the shore of a faraway land with his wife
and daughter beside him. The raging sea was the only thing
in view. But James was not worried; he knew exactly what
to do.
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CHAPTER 11

Worth the Time?
“What the deuce is it to me?” [Sherlock Holmes]
interrupted impatiently; “You say that we go round
the sun. If we went round the moon it would not
make a pennyworth of difference to me or to my
work.”
Arthur Conan Doyle, “A Study in Scarlet” (1887)
So Many Galaxies…So Little Time
Boyd Estus and Margaret Geller, title of a film (1992)

People often seem to argue that, well, it might be nice
to understand what is going on around me just a little better,
but I just don’t have the time….To be sure, it is impractical
to understand every microscopic detail of every piece of the
built environment that one encounters every day. Those
who argue that anyone who really tries to do that will end up
totally paralyzed and completely unable to do anything new
are probably right.
That is not the point, and nowhere has this book argued
for it. The ability to meet the definition of a technologicallyliterate person proposed in the beginning- someone who can
look at any example of contemporary technology and believe
that she or he can reproduce it alone from scratch in an
arbitrarily large but finite amount of time – does not require
understanding all the operational details of everything that
IS. It only requires understanding the basic principles on
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which these technologies are based, which is a far smaller set
of concepts. We are all agreed that anyone alone on a resource-

rich “desert island” who seeks to make an integrated circuit from
scratch will require a few lifetimes to do it!

Why, then, bother at all? Perhaps the best way to summarize
this is to say that the person who makes the effort to understand
something of the way the world works simply has more options.
More options in future work. A person who does not
understand the basic principles behind the built environment has
little ability to build something new. Most new things combine the
principles behind old things in new ways to form a new perception
of what is possible. A substantial library of understanding what is
helps enormously in thinking about what might be.
More options in the use of mass-produced items. Everyone
thinks of nuts and bolts and nails and lumber as components made
available inexpensively as raw materials through the economies of
large-scale manufacturing. No one would suggest that the makers
of such items even had an opinion as to what they might be used
for. People who enter the marketplace while thinking of everything
that way, who regard a manufacturer’s suggestion as just that –
and maybe not the best suggestion either – have enormously more
flexibility and control over their lives. Does this mean looking at
something on a shelf and designing it in your mind to come up with
some estimate of what is in it? Absolutely! You might decide that
some small part that has to be down inside is just what you need….
It is an exhilarating view of the marketplace.
More options when something breaks. It is common to hear
people who do not understand how some machine works say simply
”The machine is broken”. To one who understands, it is always some
required function which is not being performed, possibly through a
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failed component. In any case, understanding the system makes
diagnosis relatively simple, and provides one with a larger number
of options for repair or replacement or deciding it really wasn’t that
necessary after all.
More options in doing without. When a person comes to
look at the entire built environment as created by earlier minds,
many of whom just wanted something to sell, it all starts to feel
very optional. When we stop looking at everything around us as
necessary and natural, as though it has always been there, it is
easier to question what one wants and needs. And whether one
wants or needs or uses it or not, there is a certain serenity that
comes from walking through the built environment and being able
to say, I know what happens when I flip that switch, I know how
that gadget closes that door slowly, I know how that chemical reacts
with other things, I know how that satellite orbits above a fixed
spot on the planet, I know where I fit in the web of life on Earth,
I know where I fit in the web of infrastructure that we have built
in the last few hundred years.” This serenity is something like the
local pieces of the extraordinary cosmic view which has become
possible through the success of those space missions that provoked
the comments related at the beginning of Chapter 2.
Is it worth the time? To say no seems to say that it is more
important to allow one’s time to be used by others – largely people
who want to sell you something to satisfy their idea of what will
amuse you.
Give yourself some options. If you have children to tend, as
teacher or parent or friend, keep their options open too. Show them
the world, and don’t hide it from them.
(Limits of possible… Go beyond into impossible. CLARKE
If we were impatient… POINCARE on my door??
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CHAPTER 12

Good Old Books
Books serve to show a man that those original
thoughts of his aren’t very new after all.
Abraham Lincoln

The books below are all things that I believe are well
worth reading and sharing with young people. Indeed, most
of them were written for a young audience, but don’t be
dissuaded by that – if the subject is new to you, that book
might be just the thing! Most of them brimming with things
to do. In some cases finding the materials might be hard, but
if you figure out what is happening you will be able to make
appropriate decisions about substitutes, even though paper
milk cartons are sometimes hard to find. Some assume a
surprisingly large tool collection, and now might be a good
time to start it, if it is still a dream for you.
A few of these projects might seem, in your mind,
slightly hazardous. It would be helpful if you would phrase
that as “requiring more supervision at the beginning”.
Eventually we must hand the world over to our children; we
have no choice about that. So watch them and help them
learn to do things cautiously. I was soldering, running a
metal lathe, and digging pits in the back yard well before I
was 10, and I am eternally grateful to my parents for trusting
me to be cautious, even if they worried occasionally. If you
don’t trust your children or students now, when will it be?
When they are 20? 30? 50?
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Some of these books have frightfully sexist titles,
like The Boy’s Book of….or A Boy and a…. Frankly I cannot
understand why anyone would have thought that any of these
subjects even might have been exclusively of interest just to
boys or just to girls, and my parents never flinched when I
opened the sewing machine or wanted to use the stove for
cooking instead of glassblowing. I apologize for the author’s
choice of title, whether they would want me to or not. But
some of the books are too good to throw away just for that
reason. So scream at the author, point out to your children
the foolish and destructive assumptions in the title, and dive
into the book. You might learn something wonderful in the
next hour.
Almost all of the books listed below are out of print.
Estimates vary depending on where you look, but perhaps
about 10% of the books ever published in English are
currently in print, so a lot of great stuff might sound hard to
find. It has, however, gotten a lot easier in the last decade
or so – both in terms of searching the inventories of out-ofprint bookstores (which the internet has made much easier,
if more random, than the AB Bookman’s Weekly ever was),
and the existence of “print on demand” operations that will
make one decent looking copy, just for you, from their digital
file, and mail it to you in a few days. So I do browse and
buy new books, particularly in science museum bookstores,
but I rarely like them as much as a lot of the older and more
adventurous stuff. I know that I am not alone: There are
a few older books on this list which I buy regularly for the
sole purpose of giving them away to parents and elementary
teachers, and they often draw a gasp of admiration- “This is
so much better….”
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In many cases, if you search around for the names of
authors, you will find other titles. Backgrounds of authors
are generally taken from the book jackets.
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Beeler, Nelson F., and Branley, Franklyn M.
Nelson F. Beeler was a high-school science teacher,
college chemistry teacher, and professor at Potsdam State
Teachers College, New York. Franklyn M. Branley had a
similar career, but later became Astronomer at the American
Museum of Natural History – Hayden Planetarium. They
wrote nine books together and some separately or with
others, and their “jacket blurbs” point out that their children
tried out the ideas in the books at home. The nine joint books
are particularly rich, and were all published by Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, New York:
Experiments in Science (1947, rev 1955)
Experiments with Electricity (1949)
More Experiments in Science (1950)
Experiments in Optical Illusions (1951)
Experiments in Chemistry (1952)
Experiments with Airplane Instruments (1953)
Experiments with Atomics (1954)
Experiments with Light (1957)
Experiments with a Microscope (1957)

Benjamin, Park

The Voltaic Cell: Its Construction and Its Capacity
New York: John Wiley & Sons, London: Chapman &
Hall, Limited, 1899), This fascinating book is an exhaustive
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treatise on almost every semi-standard electrochemical cell
known in its day to make a decent battery and serve as a
handy source of electrical energy.
The author, in his preference, notes (p. iii) that
“The most important problem now before the electrical
investigator is the production of cheap electricity”, and
follows this statement with a modern-sounding list of
possibilities, including steam and gas engines, water, tides,
wind, solar heat, and “the electrochemical decomposition of
cheap or refuse substances in the voltaic cell”, and it is to this
latter category that he devotes his lengthy text. A thorough
treatment on measurement of the properties of voltaic cells
is followed by descriptions of the physical construction and
chemistry of a wide variety of cells, many of which involve
only fairly common materials. I did not discover this book in
my youth, but if I had I would certainly have digested it and
tried a few of his ideas- it goes well beyond the wet cell ideas
of Alfred Morgan’s The Boy Electrician (described below).

Dunn, Kevin M.

Caveman Chemistry: 28 Projects, from the
Creation of Fire to the Production of Plastics (Boca
Raton, FL: Universal Publishers, 2003). Dunn is currently
Elliott Professor of Chemistry at Hampden-Sydney College,
Hampden-Sydney, VA. This self-published book is his text for
his course Chemistry 104, “From Caveman to Chemist”. The
format of the book is in some ways unusual, and the author
himself admits to a certain amount of “pseudo-alchemical
technobabble” (p. xiii), but the progression of projects is very
solid and this book should be on your short list if you need to
start civilization over again as a, well, cave dweller.
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Faraday, Michael

A Course of Six Lectures on the Chemical
History of a Candle, To Which is Added a Lecture on
Platinum (London: Griffin, Bohn, and Company, 1861).
Modern editions (e.g., Chicago Review 1988, Cherokee 1993,
Dover 2002) generally delete the lecture on platinum and go
by the title The Chemical History of a Candle. These
are lectures Faraday delivered as a series around Christmas
to the children of the members of The Royal Institution, a
British scientific society founded in 1799 and continuing to
the present- as is the tradition of the Christmas lectures since
1825. --- The Chicago Review edition includes supplementary
material to assist with recreating some of Faraday’s lecture
demonstrations. Faraday’s first lecture begins with the
following intriguing note:
I purpose, in return for the honor you do us by
coming to see what are our proceedings here, to
bring before you, in the course of these lectures,
the Chemical History of a Candle. I have taken
this subject on a former occasion, and, were it
left to my own will, I should prefer to repeat it
almost every year, so abundant is the interest that
attaches itself to the subject, so wonderful are the
varieties of outlet which it offers into the various
departments of philosophy. There is not a law
under which any part of this universe is governed
which does not come into play and is touched upon
in these phenomena. There is no better, there is
no more open door by which you can enter into the
study of natural philosophy than by considering the
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physical phenomena of a candle. I trust, therefore,
I shall not disappoint you in choosing this for my
subject rather than any newer topic, which could
not be better, were it even so good.
…which should make any reader of this book want to
read Faraday promptly!

Hammesfahr, James E., and Stong, Clair L.

Creative Glass Blowing (San Francisco: W. H.
Freeman and Company, 1968). Stong, who conducted “The
Amateur Scientist” column in Scientific American, recognized
the value to the science and technology hobby community
of being able to make their own glassware at least some of
the time, and joined with Hammesfahr, a fourth-generation
artisan in glass, to produce a wonderful book. They not only
explain the hows and whys of glassblowing technique; they
also help the seeker of glassblowing literacy to build most of
his or her own equipment. The simple glassblowing pamphlets
published by A. C. Gilbert and Porter Chemical are revealed
as quite feeble efforts after you have read this book.

Hyde, Margaret Oldroyd, and Keene, Frances W.
Hobby Fun Book for Grade School Boys and Girls,
(Pelham, N.Y.: The Seahorse Press, 1952; reprinted Mineola,
NY: Dover Publications, 2010). The title page describes this
book as follows (capitalization from the original):
A Collection of carefully chosen Creative or To-do
Hobbies, rather than “collecting” Hobbies, covering
such diverse subjects as the Care of Pets, Indoor
Gardens, Modeling, Painting, Air, Chemistry,
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Electricity, Water, Paper and Other Crafts, which,
while presented in the form of Play Things-todo, are potentially capable of growing, to lead a
Lifetime Interest on the part of a Boy or Girl.
Absolutely true. The thinking and construction skills
inspired by this book are at a very high level for the target
age group. This was the most important book in my life until
I was about 7, and I still have a number of the things I made
from its ideas. It remains the book I most frequently give
to young children or their parents. Margaret Hyde was an
author of other juvenile science texts and a distinguished
science teacher and consultant. Frances Keene wrote other
children’s “Fun Books” for Seahorse Press. This seems to
have been their most substantial collaboration.

Mandl, Matthew

Electronic Puzzles and Games (New York:
Gernsback Library Inc, 1958). The word “electronic” in
the title is perhaps a misnomer, because all of the projects
described in here require only small “flashlight” bulbs, dry
cells, and a variety of switches which are designed to be
made out of bits of metal cut from food cans and similar thin
material. Given that, and some bits of wood and wire, tacks,
hand tools, and other basic stuff, the wide variety of electric
projects here provides a lot of fun both in the making and
the playing. They are good “starter” construction projects for
young people and do a fine job of developing the basic notion
of just what is meant by a “circuit”. Too many “similar”
books today use only paper, paperclips, and tape to build
something – it never lasts very long and teaches very little.
These projects are quite thoughtful and long-lasting – I still
have one that I built over 50 years ago.
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Schneider, Herman and Nina

Science Fun with Milk Cartons (New York:
Whittlesey House, McGraw-Hill, 1953). An intriguing
collection of engineering-oriented models to be built almost
entirely out of milk cartons and pater fasteners, with a few
pencils, staples, and bits of string. The models are in the areas
of bridges, wheeled vehicles, boats, canal locks, elevators,
and water power. The only tools needed are scissors, razor
knives or blades, awls and a compass. The milk cartons the
authors have in mind are the one-quart, flat-topped, paper
variety- the kind with a round plug in one quadrant of the flat
top. With a little ingenuity most of the models can be built
decently with the contemporary one-quart plastic cartons,
or perhaps the book will inspire young hands in an entirely
different direction.

Stong, Clair L.

C. L. Stong for many years conducted a column called
“The Amateur Scientist” in Scientific American magazine.
Many of those columns consumed a good deal of my time,
a lot of in building gadgets. The whole process was made
somewhat simpler with the publication of an anthology: “The
Scientific American Book of Projects for the Amateur
Scientist,” which my Jr. High School science teacher loaned
me until my parents bought me a copy! I still have that
very-readable book.

Tully, Gever
Fifty Dangerous Things (You Should Let Your
Children Do), (Tinkering Unlimited, 2009)
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Van de Water, Marjorie

Edison Experiments You Can Do, (Washington,
D.C.,: Science Service, 1958), “Prepared under the direction
of International Edison Birthday Celebration Committee of
the Thomas Alva Edison Foundation”. Experiments with
simple materials demonstrate principles behind carbonbutton microphone, fuse, electric stencil pen, and others.
Some work, others (phonograph, etc.) are described by the
author as just for show, although with a better toolbox one
could make them all work.

Yates, Raymond F.

Yates wrote a number of books about technology for
young people, and also wrote about inventing, antiques, basic
shop practices, and Niagara Falls. His juvenile technology
books are filled with highly buildable plans, and I recall
building a good many of these. He expects some comfort
with basic tools, but helps the reader with that, too.
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Education/Technology/Science

Do You Feel Like You Wander Through the
World, Pushing Buttons and Watching Things
Happen, Wondering How It All Works?
There is No Magic! You CAN Understand It!
This Book Will Get You Started!
Whether you are young or old, child or parent, student
or teacher, the worlds of technology that surround you
are more fun and interesting, rewarding and useful, if
you know how they work and how they come to be.
You will learn...
• How to think about technology as things invested by other minds like yours
• How to have a catalog of basic principles that will show up repeatedly
• How to think about tools as clues to how things work
• How to design things in your mind, rather than guessing how they work
• How to see all things you buy only as parts for what you design for yourself
• How to understand the large machine of infrastructure that surrounds you
• How to imagine yourself on a “desert island”, building things from scratch

“This is the way I hope the technology that I invented will be remembered - by people
who understand it and make its principles a part of their view of the world.”
				--Archimedes of Syracuse
“To read the book of nature it is not enough to turn the leaves, one must walk
over them. To understand the technology that begins to surround us, one must be
similarly engaged. This book is not an encyclopedia of things, but an inspiration to
personal inquiry.”
				--Paracelsus of Einsiedelin
“My early education came from reading the Encyclopedia Britannica as a
bookbinder’s apprentice. This small book will help you learn how to think about all
that has been invented through the centuries, and what the inventions have taught
us about nature. It is a guide to reading the encyclopedia which is found in the
evidence of invention.”
				
--Michael Faraday of London

